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Local officials
respond to Red
Tape Reduction Thousands lose power,
Initiative
tees fall by the dozens

Stormy pattern continues

By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledgercom
On Wednesday, Kentucky
Gov. Matt Bevin launched a
new initiative designed to identify, eliminate or revise outdated and unnecessary regulations
that he says hamper business
growth in the Commonwealth.
Dubbed
the Red Tape
Reduction
Initiative, the
program
is
designed
to
cut
through
what
Bevin
called red tape
of excessive
and complex
regulatory burdens that are a hardship
for many business owners and
will reduce the amount of government bureaucracy affecting Kentucky businesses, thus
making the Commonwealth
more employee-friendly.
Locally, this is something
that has already been in motion with the introduction of the
Mayor's Committee to Enhance
Business Process and Planning,
headed by City of Murray Mayor Jack Rose and co-chaired
by Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce President & CEO Aaron Dail and
Chris Wooldridge, district director for the Small Business
Development Center based at
Murray State University. That
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Wednesday; Holland
says Round 3 likely
By JOHN WRIGHT
iwright@murrayledger.com
The second significant thunderstorm system to strike Calloway County since Sunday evening dropped trees by the dozens
Wednesday afternoon, some of
which fell onto power lines.
A line of severe storms entered the county from the west
at about 2 p.m., bringing rains
of just below an inch and very
strong winds after the system
increased its power after crossing the Mississippi River from
southeast Missouri. The complex, forming a bow, increased
its forward speed from 25 mph
to perhaps as high as 60 mph,
allowing it to reach the eastern-most edge of the Jackson
Purchase Region quite quickly.
Power outages were recorded
JORDAN FERGUSON / Ledger & Times photos
throughout the community. MurThis tree fell and came to rest on power lines on Sycamore Street,
ray Electric recorded as many as
snapping one pole, inset, and various lines in the process, during
500 outages after one large tree
Wednesday afternoon's severe storm that moved through Murray and
Calloway County. Murray Electric System was on the scene for repairs
> See STORMY Page 2 after an estimated 500 customers lost power throughout the city.

Governor's Scholars Program gives students opportunities
By TYLER DIXON
tdixon@murrayledger.com

RED TAPE Page 3

High school students from
around the state have made Murray their home for the past two
weeks and will continue to live
here until the Governor's Scholars Program concludes near the
end of the month.
Students had the opportunity to select a field of study for
their classes and learn about that
subject.
Devin Golden, of Bowling
Green,will be a senior at Warren
Central High School in August
and chose journalism as his area
of study.
Golden is the editor-in-chief
of the "Summer Book," the students are putting together. They
said they didn't want to call it a
yearbook since they are only in
town for a month.
He said he's excited for the
book and looks forward to see-
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oil age nut
I have told you these things,
so that in me you may have
peace. In this world you
will have trouble. But take
heart! I have overcome the
world."
John 16:33
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TYLER DIXON / Ledger & limes
Governor's Scholars Devin Golden, left, of Bowling Green, and Karissa Hunt, of Louisville, listen to Murray State University's Orville Herndon about tips for the yearly project students create
as part of Governor's Scholars Week.

See SCHOLARS Page 3

No end to Afghan war: Obama
slows American withdrawal
country's "precarious" security
situation.
Obama's new drawdown
(AP) plan, announced alongside top
WASHINGTON
— President Barack Obama military leaders, reinforced the
scrapped plans Wednesday to cut likelihood that the U.S. will reAmerican forces in Afghanistan main entangled in Afghanistan
by half before leaving office, a for years to come as America
dispiriting blow to his hopes works to suppress a resurgent
of extricating the U.S. after 15 Taliban and train a still-strugyer of fighting. He said he'll gling Afghan military. Indeed,
lea e 8,400 troops to address the Obama said his goal was to enBy JOSH LEDERMAN
Associated Press

sure the next president has the
foundation and flexibility to fight
terrorism there "as it evolves."
Obama acknowledged that
few Americans might have expected U.S. troops would still
be in Afghanistan this long after
the 2001 invasion following the
9/11 attacks. But he said perseverance was needed to prevent
See AFGHAN Page 5
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By ERIC TUCKER
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Tbe Justice Department's investigation into Hillary Clinton's
email setup has been formally
closed without any criminal
charges, Attorney General Loretta Lynch said Wednesday.
The decision had been expected and was largely a formality given FBI Director
James Comey's recommendation a day earlier against any
prosecution. Even before Corney's public statement, Lynch
had said she intended to accept
the recommendations of the
FBI director and of her career
prosecutors.
Even so, it officially closes
out an FBI investigation that
had dogged Clinton for the last
year and proved a major distraction on the campaign trail
as she emerged as the Demo
critic presidential front-runner.
Lynch said she met with
prosecutors
and
Comey
Wednesday and agreed that the
investigation, which looked
into the potential mishandling of classified information,
should be concluded.
"I received and accepted
their unanimous recommendation that the thorough, yearlong investigation be closed
o. See CLINTON Page 5
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WEATHER

TODAY
92

TOMORROW
92

77

73

Daily Forecast
Thursday: A 20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Mostly sunny, with a high near
92. Southwest wind 8 to 14
mph, with gusts as high as
21 mph.
Thursday Night: A 20
percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Mostly
clear, with a low around 77.
South southwest wind 9 to
11 mph.
Friday: A 40 percent
chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Increasing
clouds, with a high near 92.
Heat index values as high as
105. West southwest wind
13 to 16 mph, with gusts as
high as 24 mph.
Friday Night: A 30 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around
73. West southwest wind 5
to 8 mph.
Saturday: A 40 percent

chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly sunny, with
a high near 89. West northwest wind 5 to 7 mph.
Saturday Night: A 30
percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 69.
West wind around 5 mph becoming light and variable in
the evening.
Sunday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a high
near 85. Light and variable
wind becoming south southeast around 5 mph in the
morning.
Sunday Night: A chance
of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with
a low around 70. Southeast
wind 3 to 5 mph.
Monday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Partly sunny, with a high
near 87. South southwest
wind 3 to 6 mph.
Monday Night: A chance
of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with
a low around 72. South wind
around 5 mph.
Tuesday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Partly sunny, with a high
near 90. South southwest
wind 6 to 8 mph.
Tuesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 73.
South wind around 6 mph.
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
near Lynn Grove after a
afternoon
Wednesday
Part of a large tree lies splintered on the pavement of J.W. Williams Lane
personnel removed from
emergency
trees
of
dozens
of
one
was
This
County.
severe thunderstorm moved through Calloway
roads in the aftermath of the storm.
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79 Gregor,

Lane

Nice 4 bedroom,3 full bathroom home on quiet dead end street, located
just West of Murray Seller expanded home's living area into previous
garage space, which now includes a large bedroom, full bath. and laundry room. Updates include granite countertops in kitchen. Beautiful
view from bact yard overbooking neighbonng farm land. MLS /87427
$145,000.
WWW

CHANNA WOODALL / Special to The Ledger
ABOVE: A large tree stopped traffic Wednesday
afternoon after it fell across Rob Mason Road
near the Jones Sparkman intersection west of
Murray.
•
Mary Wooldridge
270-293-2045

inurraykyrealestate.com

270-753-1222

711 Main St.

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
RIGHT: This house on South 15th Street in Murray came very close to being struck by a large
portion of a tree that was splintered near its trunk.
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From front
tumbled on to power lines along
Sycamore Street and another
snapped a pole near the intersection of Eighth and Olive Street,
while West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative recorded
about 3,000 outages in the county after the storm had left. Those
outage numbers were down to a
handful by Wednesday evening.
"The ground is so wet from
what happened earlier. That's
why all of these trees kept coming down today," said Calloway
County Emergency Management Director Bill Call, who,
though hopeful before Wednesday's storm, said he was prepared for a long afternoon of
tree-related issues.
"We had dozens of them fall
this time. This storm was a lot
more widespread than the one
we had Sunday (which brought
severe conditions primarily to
the northern portion of the county from just south of Kirksey to
near Almo)."
Call estimated two to three
dozen trees required removing
and it was throughout the entire county. Trees were reported
down near Lynn Grove, in Dexter, throughout Murray, east of
Almo, as well as near the Pottertown and Cherry Corner communities. Several trees were also
reported down along KY 121
from near New Concord to the
Kentucky/Tennessee state line.
That was to be expected, said
Murray's Justin Holland, official observer for the National
Weather Service in Paducah,
who tracked the storm throughout the afternoon on radar. He
said the thunderstorm complex
that rolled through Calloway
County was part of a mesoscale
convective complex, where
high winds are usually the main
threat. When a bowing segment
occurs, it means that an area in
the line of storms is lurching forward, giving it increased ground
speed, as well as intensity, very
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Aker worship service there will be food,
penes.inftatabies and fun! Feel free to
weer your favorite Minion shirts as we
explore how to be workers for God!
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quickly.
"These are the most dangerous types of systems because
you can't predict when they're
going to form. They also can
move in different directions,
though typically it is a westto-east movement you see with
these," Holland said, noting that
Wednesday's storm was given
added power. "You already had
a line of storms in southern Illinois but then you had the mesoscale complex moving in from
the north and what happened is
they merged right over western
Kentucky.
"Actually, believe it or not,
the meso with this system was
not really strong. but the problem was you had the heating
of the day (with temperatures
reaching to near 90 with high
humidity), that created the fuel
for it to strengthen."
was
Damage
reported
throughout western Kentucky,
mainly with trees, although
some reports were received of
evacuations being necessary
for families near Paducah because of a gas leak caused by a
fallen tree. Significant damage
was also reported in Metropolis.
Illinois, across the Ohio River
from Paducah, and its mayor
was asking residents to stay off
the streets as crews cleared trees
and debris.
As for what will come next
Holland said he believes Calloway County will experience at
least one more system with the
potential for strong winds and
heavy rain, most likely late Friday into Saturday. He also said
this is a good time for people to
examine how to handle certain
situations.
"If we are under a severe
thunderstorm warning (which
the county was Wednesday), go
ahead and treat it like a tornado
warning," he said. "Often times,
a severe storm, such as what we
had (Wednesday), is as dangerous as a weak tornado. If a tree
falls on your house, that's as bad

SBG

as the winds of a tornado blowing stuff around."
The Paducah NWS office
website showed Wednesday
evening that severe weather is
possible again today, though it
appears the highest threat will
be well north of the Murray
area. II

CORRECTION
Saturday's Missioncation Health Fair will
be held at First Baptist Church of Murray. A
story that appeared in
Wednesday's Ledger &
Times indicated that this
event will be at Central
Park in Murray, which is
not the case.
The Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accuracy and fair reporting, but
mistakes occasionally do
occur. It is the Ledger &
Times' policy to correct
errors. To report a news
error, please call 270753-1916.

Western Kentucky Chapter
serving Calloway County

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
270.753.9999 www.sbgproperty.com
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III RED TAPE...
From front

dger & Times

'rove after a
moved from

committee was launched last year
and has already resulted in several
new guidelines being established,
including a value stream mapping
process.
"This appears to very much
minor our concept," Dail said.
"I'm going to be very interested
to see how this develops because
we're talking about a large, statewide program instead of just a localized one.
"I think it's also an indication
of the climate tight now that exists
throughout the state. There is a
strong movement underway to get
rid of regulations that are getting
in the way of the establishment
of businesses. Clearly,! think this
also shows that it is a high,priority for(Bevin)so we'll have to see
how this unfolds."
Last week, Bevin hosted a
large gathering of business leaders
in Frankfort who were able to not
only hear about his plan but also
heard from an official from Canada, which is where many of the
pieces of the plan are originating.
Laura Jones, who is the executive
vice president and chief strategic
officer for the Canadian Federation of Independent Business,
told the gathering about the strong
effort to limit the number of regulations in that country and how it
has seen success.
Current
Murray-Calloway
Chamber Board Chair Jennifer
Apple was among those who attended this gathering.
"In Canada, they are working
with a think tank that formed a
program put into effect for three
years. The idea was to reduce
unnecessary guidelines by 30
percent at that time and (Jones)
said they actually were able to
reduce them by 43 percent," Apple said. "She said this was done
in a way where _business leaders
were asked,'What keeps you up
at night?'or'What issues are really giving you heartburn?' and it's
clear that they went right on these
issues.
"One thing that also was
shown is that (Canada) is trying
to give the businesses a voice.The
businesses have to use that voice
to tell what they think and that's
Aaron Dall
something the governor said in his
introduction.",
cent of them y ver been reApple said a striking example: .„viewed
or ongoJones used was in discussing how ing need.This itdilittlelfig red tape
the size of a dance floor in a Cana- is a problem tha1 thust be fixed
dian venue was included in guide- and, with the help of all Kentuckilines that had been in place for a ans, we intend to do just that."
number of years.
Apple also said that she felt last
"She asked us,'Why should it week's gathering in Frankfort was
matter what size the dance floor is, effective because of the diverse
as long as the fire marshal or some group involved. She said she was
other safety official, says it's OK? one of about 12 leaders of state
Why have that rule in place?" It chambers in attendance, but also
made complete sense to me," Ap- present were officials from indusple said, also noting that a condi- trial interests, construction firms,
tion was put in place for the Cana- insurance companies and several
dian program."What they decided other branches of the Commonto start doing was, for every new wealth's business makeup.
regulation put in place, three old
"Businesses and their employones had to be taken out. That was ees are, and will remain,committried for three years. Now,I think ted to safety," said Brian Clark,
they have it down to a 1-to-1 ratio. executive director of the Ken"The governor also told us tucky Petroleum Marketers Asthat this is not something that is sociation, who also was quoted in
just going to sit on the shelf. This the release. "What we're talking
is going to be something that is about is the ability to actually
put into use. He also said that he stay in business, working in an
would like to see 50 percent of the industry that's very competitive
unnecessary rules and regulations and provides an absolute service
that we have in place in Kentucky to the infrastructure of our state.
taken out, but he knew that we If our 'Mom and Pop' businesses
couldn't be that aggressive with can't stay open because they simit."
ply cannot afford to, not only are
"I constantly hear from busi- we defeating the purpose of the
ness owners that confusing gov- regulation, but we're doing our
ernment mandates and red tape communities, our small businessare huge challenges for them," es and more importantly our small
Bevin said in a release Wednes- rural areas a disservice by takday. 'There are more than 4,500 ing away the opportunity to have
state regulations on the books in those goods and services providKentucky, and only 15 to 20 per-

Planning for the expansion of the Murray operations of the Tappan Company In 1960
Pictured,from left, are Arlo Sprungsr, Ed Hendon, Tom Ernstberger, Blackle Searfos, Al Kipp, Bob Smith,
Glenn Charles, Len Yates, Startle Colson, Roy Gordon, Hansel Bonds, Jim Payne and Ben Grogan.
Photo provided by Jerry Hendon

The Murray Ledger & Tunes will be publishing photographs taken in the pest of people, places and events in Murray and Calloway County.
Email photos to communitynews@munayledger.com or bring them to our office at 1001 Whimell Ave.
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From front

but for his family.
"I'll be the first in my famimg the finished product.
ly not to just go to college but
"We're all in this commuto graduate," he said.
nity together and we're going
Journalism wasn't always
to be going through this proat the top of Golden's list. He
gression together," he said.
said he chose it in high school
A high school counselor
only because he needed anspoke to Golden about the
other class to fill his schedule.
Governor's Scholars Program
"It kind of clicked with
because he wasn't sure what it
me," he said.
entailed.
One of his favorite experi"People from last year said
ences was their version of the
it was an amazing experiOlympics which was filled
ence," he said. "I thought it'
with activities and bonding
would be an amazing opporexperiences. He said it was
tunity for me."
a good way to get to known
-Golden said he knew this
the people they would be livwould help his progression
ing with for the next several
to college next year because
weeks.
higher education is a step he
The students have been imwants to take not only for him,
mersed in the college experi-

ence by staying in the residential colleges on campus.
Golden said he was hesitant at first about coming to
Murray State.
"I was nervous about it, of
course," he said. "I was nervous but I was sure I would
find some friends."
Golden said every member of the Governor's Scholar
Program has something that
makes them alike.
"All of us together have
a drive in us, we all want to
o to core and succeed in
" he 'd. "I think we're
all on the same level of success and what we want in life.
We all have big goals for ourselves."
•

United Way of
Murray-CaBoway County
• Helping families understand their budgets and
finances
• Combating youth's use
of alcohol, tobacco and
drugs
• Achieving preventative
health care and healthy
living

LIVE UNITED!

MY FAVORITE
CUSTOMERS ARE
MY NEIGHBORS.
WHO JUST SO
HAPPEN TO BE
LL OF MY
CUSTOMERS.

GOSPEL
MEETING
at

HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
1131 Hickory Grove Rd.• Almo, KY

July 10 - 14, 2016
Sunday Bible Class
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Evening Worship
Monday Thursday Worship

9.00 am
10:00 am
7-30 pm
7-00 pm

We believe that the lending process should be about more than facts and figures *a the pap.Beenanseseb of
our locations operates independently,the process is personal, with lending decisions mad* at the lomilkwel.
507 North 12th Street - 270.7591776

Speaker: Jerry Joseph
Please be our guestfor ourfellowship meal
after Sunday morning service.
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COMMUNITY
PATEBOOK
Concert to be at MCHS
Terry Mike Jeffrey and the TMJ Band with
Glen D. Hardin and the TMJ Horn Section will
be in concert at Marshall County High School's
Kenneth Shadowen Performing Arts Center on
Saturday, July 9 at 7 p.m. All seats are reserved
and are $20 each. Contact Marshall County Arts
Commission at 270-252-7022.

Used book sale to be at CCPL
Martha
Finney Andrus, The Friends of the Calloway County Public
Library will have a Summer Used Book Sale
Community editor
on Friday, July 15 and Saturday, July 16 from 8
a.m. - 4 p.m. and Sunday,July 17 from 1-4 p.m.
Aa early bird sale for members of the Friends
of the Library will be Thursday,July 14 from 5-7 p.m. Special discounts will be feature each day.
Genealogy Club to meet
The Genealogy Club will meet at 12:30 p.m. Friday, July 8 in the
community room of the Senior Citizens Center, Poplar Street. All
are welcome.

Angels Attic seeks items
The Angels Attic Thrift Shop,972 Chestnut St.,is in need of items
as it continues to provide funding for Angels Community Clinic,the
Gentry House and provide assistance to other local agencies. Specific needs are men's, women's and children's clothing; furniture;
appliances; household items; and toys. Items can be received Monday through Saturday, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. or call 270-762-0505
for pickup.

Ham and bean dinner scheduled
The South Marshall Fire Department Auxiliary will host a ham
and bean dinner Saturday, July 9 from 5-7 p.m. at the Aurora Ross
Fire Station.The meal will include white beans with ham,cornbread
and assorted vegetables,tea or lemonade and coffee with dessert for
$6 for adults and $3 for children 10 and under. For more information, call Audrey at 270-906-5515.

Habitat for Humanity seeks family
The Murray-Calloway County Habitat for Humanity chapter is
planning construction on its next home and is looking for a partner
family. Applications are available at the Calloway County Public
Library. In order to qualify, partnership families are expected to contribute 250 sweat-equity hours for each adult applicant as well as a
good rental history, paying a minimum of $325 per month in rent.

Authors'Group will meet Saturday
The Murray Authors'Support Group will meet Saturday,July 9 at
1:30 p.m. at Brookdale Murray. For more information, contact Bill
Koenecke at notecanirings@gmail.com or call 270-227-2309.

Glorybound will not meet Friday
Glorybound Christian Entertainment will not meet as regularly
scheduled on Friday, July 8. The next scheduled event will be on
Aug. 12.

4-H Shotgun Shoot to be held
4-H Shotgun Shoot is Saturday, July 9 at 5 p.m. at the Jackson
Purchase Gun Club. There will be a turkey shoot and a buddy shoot
for all youth and the community. Mitch Nesbitt is the coach.

LBL Advisory Board meeting planned
The Land Between The Lakes National Recreation Area Advisory
Board will meet Tuesday,July 19 at the LBL Administrative Office,
100 Van Morgan Drive, Gold Pond at 9 a.m. Topics of discussion
will include environmental education and effective communication
of future land management activities.The meting is open to the public. Board discussion is limited to Forest Service staff and board
members.

to be o

MSU Library faculty
receive Library of
Congress training
Special to the Ledger
The University Libraries provided the opportunity for two
Murray State University faculty
members to attend a Library of
Congress training workshop at
Northern Kentucky University
June 7-10. Scholarly Communication Librarian A J. Boston
and Special Collections and
Exhibits Librarian Sarah Hopley attended the Digital Preservation Outreach and Education
(DPOE) Train-the-Trainer program alongside fellow library
and archives professionals.
"This training is an opportunity afforded to Hopley and
Boston and to the Murray State
community, because it allows us
to better prepare the libraries to
use digital means to preserve the
history of our institution and our
region," said Dean of University
Libraries Ashley Ireland.
The training was sponsored by
the State-Assisted Academic Libraries Consortium of Kentucky
(SAALCK) and was aimed toward library and archives professionals who focus on digital
preservation. Two representatives from each SAALCK institution were invited to attend, as
well as employees from private
universities and historical societies in Kentucky and academic
libraries in Ohio and West Virginia.
"Hosting this training in the
state allowed us to support
learning and growth in this area
for two professionals, which
may not have been possible if
the training was at a greater
distance," said Ireland. "It also
allowed those two individuals
to network and form a learning
community with others in the
state who have similar interests
and responsibilities."
Throughout the week, attendees were trained in the DPOE
Baseline Digital Preservation
Curriculum, which includes six
topics ranging from identifying
the types of digital content in a
library or archives collection to
providing access to digital content now and into the future.

Martha

4

Upon completion of the workshop, the Library of Congress
recognized the attendees as certified DPOE Trainers, acknowledging their ability to teach the
baseline curriculum to others.
Boston, who manages Murray
State's Digital Commons online
repository, said he was able to
make several new connections
and gain a national perspective
from the Library of Congress
trainers.
"Digital preservation is an important component of my work
with Digital Commons," said
Photo provided
Boston. "There are high stanphotographer,
spoke to
dards for a digital repository to ROTARY CLUB: Terry Little, local
the
activities
and
about
and
recently
trustworthy,
be considered
the Rotary Club of Murray
now I feel much more informed habitat of hummingbirds.
about the measures our repository software undertakes, and I
can be vigilant in seeing that it
continues to follow standards."
According to Hopley, who
oversees the University's digital
archive collection,the workshop
provided broader insight into
Murray State's digital preservation needs.
"Preservation of digital re&Gifts
cords is a vast world that often
feels overwhelming and intimiHWY.641 N. • MURRAY 4111
dating. Yet, it is something that
(270) 753-1725
we have to deal with on an evwww.rolling,h.com
eryday basis," explained Hopley. "By attending this training,
it provided us the tools and understanding to begin to build
a digital preservation plan for
Murray State. It also gave us the
opportunity to remain current in
our respective fields."
For all of the attendees, being
trained by experts from Library
- eatageief eettilied
of Congress — the nation's
leader in digital preservation —
Wow" £tftett4
iA
instilled confidence and allowed
them to become experts themselves.
OPen
"You always want to learn
Monday-Saturday 9-5
from the best, and that is exactly
what we did," said Hopley.•
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Missioncation Health Fair to be presented
There will be a health fair Saturday,July 9 at First Baptist Church
from 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.There will be mini seminars presented throughout the day from local physicians and pharmacist and there will also
be health screenings for children entering kindergarten ,sixth grade
or new to either school system. There will be a free lunch served
from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m.The public is invited to attend all events.

Summer Crelebrat

A community gospel singing will be Saturday, July 9 at 6 p.m.
at Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church, 4211 Brooks Chapel
Road, Dexter. Finger foods will be served. The public is invited to
attend.

The annual Alumni Potluck Picnic of Trigg County High School
will be Saturday, Sept. 3 at 6 p.m. in the Trigg County High School
cafeteria. Meat and drinks will be provided. Please RSVP to TCHS
Alumni, c/o Joann Harvey, 274 Allen Circle, Cadiz, KY 42211 or
call 270-522-3956 by Monday,Aug. I.
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Community gospel singing to be held

Trigg County HS Alumni to hold picnic
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Martha Colley Butterworth
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Joe Moss Cooper

Martha Colley Butterworth,96, of Stella, KenJoe Moss Cooper,77,died Monday,July 4,2016 at 6:45 a.m. at
tucky, died Tuesday, July 5, 2016 at the home of Life Care Center in LaCenter,Kentucky.
her daughter in Gob,Kentucky.
He was a member of First Baptist Church of LaCenter for 55
She was a member of West Fork Baptist Church, years where he served as Sunday School Superintendent for several
a member of the Homemakers Club, active at the years and Deacon for 45 years. He was a Kentucky Colonel. Joe
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center served as board member on the Ballard Rural Telephone Company
and a retired employee of Merit Clothing Compa- Board for 27 years. He was former Mayor of LaCenter. Through the
ny.
years, he was affiliated with several businesses in Ballard County
She was preceded in death by her first husband, - Fin and Feather Restaurant, Whipple's Grocery, Cooper Grocery
Carl Ed Colley; her second husband, Fred Butter- and Graves Brothers. He retired from Graves Brothers in 2004 after
SW*41
worth; one son, Howard Colley; one great-grand- suffering a stroke.
Butterworth
daughter, Mallory Berry; one brother, Harrison EvJoe was preceded in death by two brothers, Bill Cooper and Bob
ans and her parents, Hurschel and Essie Evans.
Cooper,one sister Ann Weir and his parents Bennie and Vivian CooMrs. Butterworth is survived by two daughters, Shelby Boy- per.
er and husband Earl of Farmington and Anita Smith and husband
Mr. Cooper is survived by his wife of 56 years, Maggie Jo MoreKenneth of Gob; one step-daughter, Anita Thurman of Stella; eight head Cooper of LaCenter; one daughter Rhonda Dianne Roberts of
grandchildren; one stepgrandchild; 16 great-grandchildren; one Murray; two grandsons,(the dudes),Christopher Logan Roberts and
stepgreat-grandchild and II great-greatgrandchildren.
wife Tyler of Paducah and Kelsey Ross Roberts of Murray; extendGraveside services will be at 2 p.m. Friday,July 8,2016 at Farm- ed family, Christiana Kartapanis of Tampa, Florida; three brothers
ington Cemetery with Wayne Carter officiating. Burial will follow. Charles "Shorty" Cooper and wife Joyce of Lexington, Danny CooVisitation will be from 10 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. Friday, July 8, 2016 at per and wife Charlotte of Paducah and Dick Cooper and wife DeByrn Funeral Home,Mayfield.
nise of Wickliffe; three sisters Mildred Duley of Crittenden, Sally
Pallbearers will be Taylor Colley, Nick Smith,Justin Ralph,Tyler Cooper of Bowling Green and Susie Murray and husband Jerry of
Willett, Andrew CoChrum, Lucas Harrison, Tim Colley and Daniel Dallas, Texas and several nieces and nephews.
Green. Honorary pallbearers will be Terry Colley, Randy Colley,
Funeral services were Wednesday,July 6,2016 at 11 a.m. at First
Ronnie Colley, Ton) Smith, Dodie Harrison, Scott McGruder and Baptist Church in LaCenter with the Mark Bond and Mark Sickling
Dwight Broyles.
officiating. Burial followed in Newton Creek Baptist Church CemeByrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, is in charge of arrangements.
tery. Visitation was Tuesday,July 5,2016 after 5 p.m. at the church.
Memorial contributions may be sent to St. Jude Tribute Program,
P.O. Box 1000, Dept. 142 Memphis,TN. 38148-042.
Online condolences may be left at morrowfuneralchapel.com.
Morrow Funeral Chapel, LaCenter, was in charge of arrangeshe going to be brought before ments.•
From front
Congress? Is something going
and that no charges be brought
to happen?"
against any individuals within
Comey was scheduled to face
the scope of the investigation,"
questions about the decision in
Lynch said in a statement.
is still deep in conflict in both,
an appearance Thursday before From front
Comey, in an unusually deplus major new fighting that has
the House Oversight and Govtailed and public accounting
ernment Reform Committee. al-Qaida from regrouping and emerged in Syria and Libya since
of the investigation Tuesday,
Lynch herself is scheduled for the Islamic State group from he took office.
said "no reasonable prosecuIn Congress, Republican leadan oversight hearing next week spreading. He said if terrorists
tor" would pursue a criminal
regain control of territory, they'll ers who favor a larger force said
on Capitol Hill.
case and said he was advising
Obama's new plan was preferaFBI agents spent the last year try to attack the U.S. again.
the Justice Department against
"We cannot allow that to hap- ble to the old one, but they critinvestigating the matter followbringing any charges.
ing a referral from the intelli- pen. I will not allow that to hap- icized him for not keeping the
But he also rebuked Clinton,
full 9,800. Sen. Lindsey Graham,
gence community's inspector pen," he declared.
who relied exclusively on a priObama, who had revised the R-S.C., said the partial drawgeneral. As part of that invesvate email server as secretary
tigation, investigators pored exit plan several times before,had down would increase the dangers
of state, and her aides for being
through tens of thousands of most recently expected to leave for remaining troops, calling it
-extremely careless" with their
State Department emails and in- 5,500 troops when his term ends "more a political decision by
handling of classified informaterviewed top Clinton aides - in January, down from roughly President Obama than a military
tion.
and finally, Clinton herself this 9,800 there currently. His move one."
"There is evidence to support
to slow that withdrawal reflected
Yet some Democrats, frustratpast weekend.
a conclusion that any reasonable
Despite his critical assess- the Afghan military's continuing ed by the inability to fully end the
person in Secretary Clinton's
ment of Clinton's email practic- inability to secure the nation in- war, said they were disappointed
position ... sh,Suld have known
es, Comey said there was no ev- dependently,demonstrated by es- - for the opposite reason.
that an unclassified system was
"Today, the longest war in
idence that anyone intentionally calating Taliban attacks that have
no place" fOte".sensitive converAmerican history just got lonor willfully mishandled classi- killed scores in recent weeks.
sations, Conley said.
The new plan, announced ger," said Rep. Jim McGovern,
fied information.
Clinton's likely general electhe
day before Obama attends a D-Mass.
"No charges are appropriate
tion opponent, Donald Trump,
NATO summit in Poland, marked
Ultimately, it will be up to
in this case," he said.
unleashed a methodical atLynch on Friday announced the culmination of a delicate de- the next president to decide the
tack duripg a rally Wednesday
she was prepared to accept bate within his administration level of U.S. involvement. Demin Cincinnati, contrasting her whatever findings and recom- about how many troops to pull ocrat Hillary Clinton has aligned
statemIts about the email servherself with Obama's handling
mendations were presented to out - if any.
er with what Comey said and
Though U.S. officials said of Afghanistan, while Republiher by her investigative team.
labeling the former secretary of
Though she said she had al- Obama had accepted the Penta- can Donald Trump has remained
state "a dirty, rotten liar."
ready settled on that process, gon's formal recommendation of vague and has criticized Obama
Reading from a script, which
the announcement came just 8,400 troops,top military leaders for revealing too much publicly
he rarely does,Trump ticked off
days after she had an unsched- had urged the White House to about deployment decisions.
several of what he called ClinIn Kabul, Afghan President
uled meeting with Bill Clinton stay closer to the current 9,800.
ton's "lies" about the servers, aboard her plane in Phoenix. In an unusually public lobbying Ashraf Ghani applauded Obama's
including that she only used one
Lynch said the investigation was campaign, last month more than decision. A brief statement from
email device and that she did not'discussed, but she acknowl- a dozen former ambassadors his spokesman called it "a sign
not have any emails marked as edged that the meeting had "cast and commanders urged him to of continued partnership between
"classified" on the private serv- a (shadow" on the process and "freeze" the current level for the our nations to fight our common
er.
enemy and strengthen regional
led to questions about the inde- rest of his term
"She made so many false pendence of the investigation.•
In the end, Obama appeared stability."
statements," Trump said. "Is
to settle on a number that would
But the Taliban said the U.S.
show continued progress toward action would only prolong the
drawing down without jeopardiz- war.
ing the mission.
"What Obama could not do
PARIS, Ark. (AP) - An Shaun Higham turned up TuesElected after vowing to end with 149,000 troops, he will not
inmate who escaped a north- day night at Mitch's Place in the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, be able to do with 8,400 troops,"
western Arkansas jail, showed Paris, about 6 miles from the Obama has struggled to deliver Taliban spokesman Zabiullah
up at a nearby bar a week laiter, Logan County Jail. He was a legacy of leaving the U.S. less Mujahid said on Twitter.
ordered a beer and declared he wearing a dirty prison uniform encumbered by foreign conflicts
At the peak, in 2010, U.S.
and covered in insect bites.
than he found it. Although he's troop levels surged to 100,000,
was turning himself in.
-GaLogan County Sheriff Boyd declared U.S. combat operations fighting alongside forces from
The Arkansas Dem
zette reports that 45-y -old Hicks says there had been no over in both countries, the U.S. U.S.-allied countries.•
sightings of Higham since he
picked a lock and fled the county jail on June 28.
The bar's owner called police, saying Higham was there
and that he wanted to turn him1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
self in. Higham was drinking a
beer when police arrived. He
Phone 270-753-1916• Fax 270-753-1927
surrendered without incident.
Moo.- Fri.8:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.•Closed Sat.& Sun.
Paris is about 90 miles northwest of Little Rock.•
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Bill to boost airport security,
ease lines gets green light
By JOAN LOWY
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) House and Senate lawmakers announced an agreement
Wednesday on an aviation bill
to boost airport security, reduce
screening lines and require
airlines to refund fees to passengers whose bags are lost or
delayed.
The bill would also extend
the Federal Aviation Administration's programs and policies
through Sept. 30, 2017. The
FAA's current operating authority is set to expire July 15.
The bipartisan agreement
was announced by senior members of the House and Senate
transportation
committees.
Approval by both chambers
is expected to swiftly follow.
Congress has only nine days to
act in order to prevent a partial
shutdown of the agency.
The bill would require airlines to refund checked bag fees
to passengers whose luggage
is lost or is delayed 12 hours
or more for domestic flights or
15 hours or more for overseas
flights. It also requires airlines
to generally ensure that children 13 years of age or under
are seated adjacent to an adult
or older child traveling with
them.
A bill that passed the Senate in April by a vote of 95 to
3 would also have extended
other consumer protections
to passengers, including a requirement that airlines refund
fees for other services when not
delivered, such as advance seat
assignments or early boarding.
But those provisions, which
were opposed by airlines, were
dumped during negotiations
with the House.
To address long airport
screening lines, the bill requires
the Transportation Security Administration to hire a marketing
firm to generate greater public
participation in the agency's

PreCheck expedited screening
program for passengers who
have been vetted and determined to be low security risks.
The bill also requires TSA
to ensure PreCheck screening
lanes are open during high-volume travel times. And the measure authorizes a pilot program
to develop and test more efficient passenger and luggage
screening systems.
Responding to airport attacks in Brussels and Istanbul
this year, the bill also authorizes a doubling of TSA teams that
stop and search suspicious passengers in airport public areas
that are outside the security perimeter,often using bomb-sniffing dogs.
The bill would toughen the
vetting of airport employees
who have access to secure areas, expand random employee
inspections and require reviews
of perimeter security. That is a
response in part to the "insider threat" problem raised by
the destruction last year of a
Russian Metrojet airliner over
Egypt. Investigators suspect a
bomb was smuggled aboard.
"In this age of terrorism, we
have a responsibility to thoroughly scrutinize anyone who
has access to airport secure
areas," said Sen. Bill Nelson,
D-Fla."We can't afford to make
any mistakes."
The bill also authorizes TSA
to donate unneeded security
equipment to foreign airports
with direct flights to the United
States. It directs TSA to establish a pilot program at three to
six airports to reconfigure and
install security systems that
increase efficiency and reduce
vulnerabilities in airport terminals.
Congress is "on the verge of
passing the most comprehensive aviation security reforms in
over a decade,- said Sen. John
Thune,R-S.D.,chairman of the
Senate Commerce, Science and
Transportation Committee.•

Human Rights Commission requests investigation in Providence
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Eddie Gooch and were directed
- The state Human Rights to the FBI office in Owensboro,
Commission says it has asked which did not immediately rethe U.S. Department of Justice turn a call seeking comment.
The commission said it asked
Western District of Kentucky to
investigate in the city of Provi- the U.S. Department of Justice
to "investigate to determine if
dence.
The Courier-Journal reports citizens' rights have been vioKentucky Commission on Hu- lated in any way."•
man Rights Director John J.
Please support the...
Johnson said in a statement that
the organization made the request after receiving verbal and
written complaints alleging that
some police officers were engaging in racial profiling.
Americom
The newspaper reports that
Iteti Cress
attempts to reach the Providence
Police Department and Mayor
Every Donation Brings Hope
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'Cooking With
Loula: Greek
Recipes From My
Family to Yours'
by Alexandra
Stratou
CCPL's new adult, junior
and young adult collection arrivals feature an eclectic mix of
titles certain to please readers
of all ages.
New this week in adult
non-fiction is "Cooking With
Loula: Greek Recipes From
My Family to Yours," by Alexandra Stratou.
The publisher writes that in
"Cooking with Louie", Alexandra Stratou invites readers into her Greek family's
kitchen, revealing their annual
traditions and bringing their
recipes to life—with touching
remembrances of Kyria Loula,
who taught her that the secret
ingredient in any beloved dish
is the spirit the cook brings
with her to the kitchen."
Stratou offers readers
recipes for both classic dishes,
such as pastitsio and dolmades, moussaka and Greek
salad as well as inventive, unconventional creations such as
a green salad with avocado,
apple, and Dijon mustard and
a spinach gnocchi in which
feta cheese appears alongside
Gorgonzola. The book features nearly 100 "hearty and
unfussy recipes organized the
way real home cooks think.
Included are chapters for simple weekday dishes as well as
seasonal and holiday fare.
"Cooking with Loula" is a
delightful introduction to sim-

ple and delicious
Greek recipes
and is highly
recommended.
Other new
adult non-fiction:
"The Cardamom
Trail: Chetna
Bakes with
Flavours of the
East" by Chetna
Makan and "83
Minutes: the Doctor, the Damage,
and the Shocking
Death of Michael
Jackson" by Matt
Richards and
Mark Langthome.
"Dishonorable
Intentions" by
Stuart Woods is
new in the adult
fiction collection.
Stone Barrington's latest
lady friend, Gala Wilde, is full
of surprises, both good and ill.
Gala also has some unfinished
business with Boris Tirov her
temperamental ex-husband,
who believes Stone is an intolerable obstacle in the way of
his goals. "In a cat-and-mouse
game that trails from sundrenched Bel-Air to a peaceful
European estate and the wild
New Mexican desert, Stone
and his friend remain just one
step ahead of their opponent.
But their pursuer is not a man
who can stand to be thwarted,
and tensions are mounting.
and may soon reach the boiling point."
Woods' well developed
characters and fast pacing
will have mystery and suspense lovers on the edge of
their seats until they turn the
last page of "Dishonorable
Intentions."
Also new in adult fiction:
"Mercy" by Michael Palmer
and Daniel Palmer; "Iris and

WKCIC announces 2016-17 Clemens Fine Arts Center season

Ruby" by Rosie Thomas and
"A Game For All the Family" by
Sophie Hannah.
New junior fiction collection
titles:"The Inn Between' by
Marina Cohen;"EllRay Jakes
Stands Tall!' by Sally Warner;"Waylon! One Awesome
Thing" by Sara Pennypacker;
"The 52 Story Treehouse by
Andy Griffiths and Mystery
of the Missing Fox" by Tamra
Wight.
New in the Young Adult
collection:"Save Me a Seat"
by Sarah Weeks;"The Raven
King* by Maggie Stiefvater;
"Outrun the Moon" by Stacy
Lee;"Trouble in the Water by
Frances O'Roark Dowell and
"Home Run" by Tim Green.
Hundreds of great reads, in
a variety of formats, are available at the Calloway County
Public Library. Visit soon to
find one or more for summer
day reading. CCPL is located
at 710 Main Street, Murray,
KY 42071 and online at YAW.
callowaycountylibrary.org.•

It's time to purchase your
season tickets for the 2016-17
season in the Clemens Fine
Arts Center.
Season tickets are on sale
now for the five performances
in the 2016-17 Arts in Focus
Series. Adult season tickets are $100 per person and
student or child season tickets
are $50 per person. Single
tickets will go on sale August
1.
To purchase tickets and stay
up-to-date on all Clemens
Fine Arts Center events visit artsinfocus.org or call the
box office at 270-534-3212.
Lonestar
Friday, September 9,2016
The Arts in Focus Series
kicks off with the hit country group,Lonestar. Since
their formation over 20 years
ago,Lonestar has charted
more than 20 singles on Hot
Country Songs,including
nine that reached number one:
"No News,""Come Cryin'
to Me,""Amazed,""Smile,"
"What About Now,""Tell
Her,""I'm Already There,"
"My Front Porch Looking
In," and "Mr. Mom." Lonestar is now touring in support
of their brand new album,
Never Enders.
Shanghai Acrobats
Thursday, October 13,2016
The Shanghai Acrobats
will amaze the whole family.
The company was founded in
1959 by the People's Republic of China. After more than
50 years, it has become one
of the most influential and
competitive acrobatic corn-

panics in China. It has won
many awards at acrobatic
and circus competitions at
home and abroad. Their new
production for 2016 is titled
"Shanghai Nights."
It's a Wonderful Life:
Live from WVL Radio
Theater
Tuesday, November 29,
2016
The classic holiday movie,"It's a Wonderful Life,"
comes to life with a new
twist. The hilarious 1940s
"live broadcast" of the
beloved film is a fresh new
adaptation set in the fictional
studio of WVL Radio Theatre on a cold,snowy winter
night. Due to a blizzard, the
professional voice actors are
unable to get through, but the
show must go on. An intrepid
band of employees manage
to create the dozens of movie
characters and scenes using
just their voices and a sound
effects table. Your holiday
season is sure to be wonderful
with this show.
Artrageous
Sunday, March 5,2017
Your senses will tingle with
this high-energy mixed media
performance.The Artrageous
troupe of artists, musicians,
singers and dancers pay tribute to a variety of art forms,
pop icons and musical genres
culminating in a gallery of
fabulous finished paintings.
The result? A one-of-a-kind
crossover experience. The
signature of the Artrageous
Troupe is interaction and
engagement,so be prepared

to be a part of the show.
The Langston Hughes
Project
Friday,April 28,2017
April's Jazz Appreciation
Month culminates with an
international celebration of
this distinctly American art
form, and the Clemens Center highlights the occasion
with The Langston Hughes
Project. A multimedia concert
performance of Langston
Hughes' kaleidoscopic jazz
poem,"Ask Your Mama: 12
Moods for Jazz" is Hughes'
homage,in verse and music,
to the struggle for artistic and
social freedom in America
and abroad in the early 1960s.
Featuring the Ron McCurdy
Quartet,this is a creative collaboration of words,sounds
and images explores the
world of blues, gospel songs,
boogie woogie, bebop and
progresOve jazz, Afro-Cuban
mambo music, West Indian
calypso, African drumming
and more.
One Book Read... and
More!
The One Book Read
program is a celebration
of reading throughout the
community,concluding with
an appearance by the author.
Conor Grennan wlll,visit the
Clemens Center to discuss his
book,this year's One Book
Read,"Little Princes."
Four Backstage Pass Coffeehouse performances and
Paducah School of Art and
Design's visual art exhibitions round out the 2016-17
season.•

The Eisenhower
Hour presents
Summer Stock
on WKMS

Beat the Heat with
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Fu. Riture,
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The Eisenhower Hour
on 91.3 WKMS-FM brings
Broadway to your radio in
July with Summer Stock,
two programs devoted to the
great musicals of the Fifties.
The special shows air two
consecutive Sundays,July
17 and July 24 at 1 p.m. on
WKMS and online at wkms.
org.
On July 17 hear tunes
from "South Pacific,""The
King and I,""The Pajama
Game," and more. The following Sunday July 24 features music from "My Fair
Lady,""West Side Story,"
"The Sound of Music," and
others. All the music is from
the original cast recordings.
"In the Fifties, many
popular songs still came
from Broadway," said Dr.
Bob,host of the Eisenhower
Hour."In addition, the original cast recordings were always among the best-selling
albums each year. People
loved to hear and sing these
songs."
WKMS broadcasts a
continuous,comprehensive
mix of news and music,
with stations including 91.3
WKMS-FM,WKMS HD-1
and All-Classical HD-2,
Murray; 90.9 WKMD,
WKMD HD-1 and HD-2,
Madisonville; 89.5 WICMT.
Fulton; and All-Classical
923 Paducah,88.9 Murray
and 105.1 Madisonville.
WKMS also streams both
its News and All-Classical
channels online at wInms.
org,a robust website offering playlists, regional news
and an online contribution
page. For more call 1-800599-4737.•
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Mg Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday
mmismaimin
(
Shopping Guide)

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any
submitted matter

ib.Place An Ad
Or Yard Sale
Call (270) 753-1916
email
dassifiedOmurrayledger.com

or stop by our

office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
•Office Hours: MondayFriday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
-• Fax:(270) 753-1927
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010
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ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
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Subject to conditions prescribed by the
Fulton Independent Schools Board of
Education. sealed bids for a lump-sum
contract.arenvited fortnerfallowtng work."•
Ge4e1Contract (all trades),
Project Number: BG#16-157,
Description of Work:
TPO roof replacement,
selective replacement of toilet fixtures,
toilet accessories, toilet partitions,

.hower
ients
3tock

Project Cost Range is anticipated to be
under $330,000.
Procedures: Bidding documents will be
available to prime bidders at
Paducah Blueprint after June 27, 2016.
Paducah Blueprint,

tunes
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AGC West KY Plan Room,
and West TN Plan Room.
A pre-bid meeting will be held on

Bid Security in the amount of 5% of the bid
amount should be submitted with the bid.
This Advertisement for Bids document is
issued by Ace Design Group, LLC,
1616-A Highway 121 Bypass North,
Murray, KY 42071.
Phone 270-759-4420.

3600
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i
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WAREHOUSE STORAGE
FOR RENT $750/MONTH

270-293-9690

SWEET Corn is ready.
We will be accepting
orders starting now
Pick up at 6370
Crossland Road by
appointment. $3.00 a
dozen We pick
f3odacious, Honey
Select, Triple Sweet
270-293-5566.

ADVERTISERS are
requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error.
Murray Ledger &
limes will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any
error should be reported immediately so
corrections can be
made.

THE Murray Ledger 8 Times considers its sources
reliable, but inaccuracies do occur Readers using
this information do so at their own risk. Atthough
Persons and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its employees accept any
responsibetty whatsoever for their activities.

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

TOO 1400-545-1833 ext283

ryas

La. an

L'PPI;rletTarrr"i'r

jé

661,1171
SECLRITI
Licensed and Insured
Local Security Professionals
Cununercial & Residential

University Heights
Apartments is now
accepting applications
for 1BR Rental

5 temp tarrnworkers needed 8/1/16-2/15/17.

M-W-F, 8-2:30
1734 Campbell St.
270-759-2282 or
270-395-7325
Heanng Impaired only
1-800-648-6056.
Handicap accessible.
. Equal Housing
Opportunity. it

Storage Rentals

PROPERTY

send resume to:

Drivers License
required.
Call between the hours
of Barn- 10am. 270-

UNIT SIZE

j UNIT PRICE SECURITY

5X 10..$20.00
10X30..$60.00
10X24..$50.00
10X12..$22.50
G&C
STORAGE and
119E MAIN ST
(270753-6266
HOURS.
HON-FRI

New Climate
Controlled
Storage Units Now
Available,

P

inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods

519S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342
160

Haas Furnishings

AIREDALE
Terrier
Male, 8mo $600 obo
call 270-753-9507.
DOG Obedience.
glendhenmere.corn
(270)436-2858.

11101/0. 4.1•06
arrila llama t

In
CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY $100.00
PER MONTH.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FOR DETAILS
(270) 153-1111S.

410
Public Sale

[
12llaita Property
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Oias.-

Beautiful

Kentucky

Lake water front lots.
Private setting, dock
able, deep water. 1.22
acre for $135,000 and

4441 41

2.47 acre for $155,000.

Call 731-693-1113.
410

410
Public Sale

Public Sale

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S 4TH ST.
Corner 01121 S & Glendale
10x10's &10x15's
(270) 293-6907

Saturday, July 9th • 9:00 AM
2851 Cook Store Trail
Notice Early Start Time 9:00am.

OHO` SI
sz
4/7 Surveillance
812 Whittle!! Avenue• Murray

270-753-3853

Take Hwy 80 to Coldwater bottom and turn North and
go approx. two miles to auction.

54 in Bad Boy Mower, 1991 4x4 Truck, 35 Massey Tractor,
16ft Trailers, Plow, 3 point hitch 5ft Bush hog, mower, Box
Blade, Disc, Tools, Chain Saws, Horse Drawing, Equip,
Hand Tools, Ladders, Spreader, Air Compressor, Craftsman
Riding Mower, Tool Boxes, Trimmers, Gas Cans, Sprayers,
Clamps, Air Wrenches, Crosscut Saw, Delta Grinder, Wilton Vise,
Chain Saws, Pole Saw, Dolley, and Much More
Beer Signs - Miller, Strohs, Lite, Bud Light, Coors Clock,
Furniture - Table 8 Chairs, Oak Dresser, Bedroom Suite,
Sm Tables, Couch & Love Seat, Odd Chairs, Desk, Rocker,
Pictures, and Much More

sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00

Misc - Kero Lamps, Old Coke Cooler, Old Lures, Rod and Reels,
Glassware, Cookware, Figurines, TV, Linens, Picnic Table, glue
Jars, Tack, and Much More

Can Deliver. $40 Down

Homss For Rent

tions are also available.

accepted

•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

PILLOW Top Mattress

trainee program posi-

applicants

380
Pits 8 Supplies

Murray, Ky 42071

H&H Guns

Take home today!

EOE

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

Public Sale

Cash paid for good, I
used guns

painters with 2 years
experience, painters

gram include 401k and
vacations No walk in

270.293.71 44

9

270-293-4121

message Benefit pro-

or 12.000
Sq. Ft. Available

Deposit Required

410

King $385.00

Call 270-753-6895 to

10X20..$45.00
10X10..$30.00
10X15..$35.00

Of
www.murraykyrentals.com

Ifi%rit to Buy

PAINTING contractor is
recruiting professional

apply arid leave voice

herein
subied to the Federal Fair
Housing Act which makes it
illegal to adeernw any preterence. limitation of discrimination hasesi on fact oaor, religion, sex, handicap. tamisal status or national origin. or intention to nuke any such ?whyences, limitahorts.or cliscrmunanon
State laws forbid disrrimmation
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real Nate bawd OP tailors in
addition to throe protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate whith
Is not in violation of the Law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
asailable as an equai opportunity base.
For further a_wstance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rey P. Milani,(111)M8-1000.

8.00-1200

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

978-7157.

4.000
8.000

SATURDAY

Visit us online at
www SBGproperty.com

lighting in every unit,
security lighting,
newly remodeled.
270-761-7557

Available for
Immediate Lease
808 Chestnut St.
Murray. KY

270.753.5562
Located at Key Auto Parts

Ca 270-753-9999

510-512Jhr.

All real estate &iterated

is

Murray, KY 42071

360
Storage Rentals

TAKING Applications
for Lawn Tech.

Murray Ledger & Tenet fair
Homing Act Notice

COMMERCIAL

----• 1850 State Route 121South

3BR, 1.5BA, W/D
hookups, shop. South
Murray. 270-753-0259.

RGL Storage, LLC
640 S. 4th St. 8
Sunbury Circle
Multiple sizes,

Ccavnericel Prop. For Rent

Sewage Rentals

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES

3BR 1Ba. 129 3rd
Almo,
Ky.
Street
$675/Month
and
310$675/Deposit.
279-3327.

121

Murray
270-759-2500

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916

8 00-4 00

MISTER B's
Now accepting applications for all positions.
YOU can apply at
807 Walmal Dr.

308 S. 12th

murrayeyecare.com

Dr. Kevin Adams

2Br 2Ba
Newly Decorated.
In county. $650/month.
Deposit required.
tyr lease. No pets.

Truck Drivers to run from
Western Kentucky and
Southwest Indiana to
Virginia and back to
Midwest.
Please call RCS Transport
at
1-800-729-0524

hare?
'
sg•
NY.
NI 1,1 N
igNERN
4,44
,

Hacked by our family's 130+ years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co

'Eyeglasses
'Contacts
*Eye Disease

PROPANE

J&M, 660 Oak Grove
Rd. Benton, KY 42025

14.4
.
444444 444
.
,
4
II I ft 44b Nr.r1

ZboEyecare Specialties

2BR, some utilities
paid, no pets, stove &
refridgerator included.
$340/month 270-7679037

Call 270-753-2222

opening, $15-$22/hr.
Company vehicle,
uniform, paid vacation.
Call 270-227-4598
or

_AM rt.

2BR, 1BA duplex
Furnished
270-7530259

Transport, LLC

LICENSED KY HVAC
Journeyman

Matthearlaiaa,
lc Pre-Arra=t
,
Spectaiiet & Funeral

Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

• Video Surveillance
James C Gallimore, Owner
270-759-0890 GECMURRAY.COM

RCS

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
inurrayledger.t.vm,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However. as a national
website, not all listings
on the johnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Moat
& provide Peace of Mind for You

6‘

3 temp farmworkers needed 7/26/16 - 1/20/17.
Workers will perform duties associated w/ tobacco and other crop planting, cultivating & harvest3BR 2BA, Duplex wtih
ing tobacco, and other crops. Must have 3
bonus room within city
months' verifiable experience working in tobacco
limits. Water and trash
& affirmative verifiable job references. Applicants
included. $900. 270must pass a pre-employment background check.
293-5423
Random drug testing at employer's expense.
Guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours. Work tools,
4Bdrm, 3ba, $1060
supplies, equipment provided at no cost.
1802 A Valley Dr.
Conditional housing provided for non-commuting
270-753-8242
workers. Transportation & subsistence reim270-752-0313
bursed to worker upon completion of 50% of
No Utilities included.
contract or earlier if appropriate. $10.85/hr. EOE.
Worksites in Robertson Co., TN. Report or send
a resume to the nearest KY Career Center or call
270-753-1916 & ref job MTN-463336. UN of TN
iiii "HOUSE FOR
,HighlanctRkh Ag Research & Education
• '
Center- Springfield, TN
RENT**
Craftsman Style House
3Bed 1NewBath,
Newly Updated,
Hardwood Floors.
223 E Main Puryear.
TN $1850Deposit
$500Mthy.

Help Waled

PRE-PLANNING

• Burglar & Fire Alarm Systems
• Building Access Controls

Assisted Apartments

Workers will perform duties associated iiv/
planting, cultivating & harvesting employer's
crops. Must have 3 months verifiable
experience working in tobacco & affirmative
verifiable job references. Random drug
testing at employer's expense. Guaranteed 3/4 of
contract hours. Work tools, supplies, equipment
provided at no cost. Conditional housing provided
for non-commuting workers. Transportation &
subsistence reimbursed to worker upon
completion of 50% of contract or earlier if appropriate. $10.85ihr. EOE. Worksites in Montgomery
Co., TN. Report or send a resume to the nearest
KY Career Center or call 270-753-1916 & ref job
MTN-463644. Gregory Hutchison-Clarksville, TN.

060

RESIDENTIAL & CONANT RC I •%
270-753-9224 NICK It.lCi'LUF-31

270-753-8556
1505 Oulguld Dr.

300 South 8th Street, Suite 401E,
Murray KY, 42071

DISCLAIMER
Independent Board of Education Office,
304 West State Line Road, Fulton, KY.

Autos, Batteries, and all Aluminum

1BR from $345
2BR from 1375

Please send resume and references to

at Fulton High School.
Sealed bids will be opened on July 15,
2016 at 2:00 pm local time at Fulton

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running

CALLOwAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS

experience

July 1,2016 at 1:30 P.M.

CALL

ding 91.3
AS HD-1

with excellent organizahonal and customer service
skills Specific duties and requirements include but
not limited to
• Pnmary phone operator
• Check-In, check-out, schedule appointments
and process patients
• Excellent verbal and written communication
• Minimum 1 year medical office front desk

and countertops,

Documents may be viewed at

r Hour
'M brings
r radio in
r Stock,
,oted to the
the Fifties.
s air two
ays, July
1 p.m. on
e at wkms.

downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required
270-753-4109

FULL 'TIME FRONT OFFICE
RECEPTIONIST

painting and flooring replacement, and
selective light fixture replacement.

BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

1 OR 2br apts near

West Kentucky Surgical in search of

• Knowledge of surgical terminology preferred
• Other job duties or responsibilities as
assigned

$8.25 First Day -20 words or less Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:
$.12 per word per day.
83.35 extra for Smart Saver
(Man.Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

-''1 Y'&'
art_LA01.
4
I

..44404

Nice 2BR mobile home
No Pets
270-752-8556

For all your storage convenience

CHOOSE FROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:
%Awn Slams& Lack - 1611 N.1206 St.
*MCSera.- 19110 12sh

LOTS OF GOOD MERCHANDISE
FOR MORE INFORMAT1ON AND YOUR AUCTION NEEDS(ESTATES,
PROPERTY, FARMS, EQUIPMENT, HOUSES, ETC)CONTACT:

Idghr Fitanoty, and 24/7 Survnilapre
•GIAMIlli LOW Is & Wei-Sissage- Hwy. WE

Climate Control
fORAGI Nif pst
1900A N. 12th St P.O. Roe 65 Murray, KY 42071
Othee 270-753 2905 Fax 270 753 9505
qailanilientals

If T ti4P1Ala)

CHAIIIS
REAL ESTATE& AMMON
304 NORTH 12TH STREET• MURRAY, KY 42071
Office: 270-761-SALE (7253) or Cell: 270-705-4479
Tommy Chavis • Broker/Auctioneer • KY* P2521
werw.•havistasictlema.saist

Murray Ledger & Times
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Mired

JCJ Construction
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Itivertield Estate
SBG Real Property
Professionals
270-293-7872

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

Home Remodel 8
Repair. Framing, rooting, siding, doors and
windows, deck and
awnings, drywall hanging and Finnish, painting, floonng, cab and
Insured
counters.
Phone 270-226-5581,
call or text 608-3060053.

•Tnmming
*Removal
-Stump Gnnding
•Firewood
*Insured

C OUS

5 Bedroom,
4 Bath Home
Mist' Meadows
subdivision next to
Oaks Country Club
Newly remodled
basement,
New furnace and
water heater

Call 270-752-0477

(270)489-2839

Hill Appliance
Repair

14121 *PM
P4M11146
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKIN6

Serving
West Kentucky

All Yew Septic Needs
Inutullartra
6 tap*
DK freak
Whes heck
S•4411iiik6

Jason Hill
(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

(vme9346ae

FINE Uns Painting

*Handyman Services

Specialist

R/T

.Yard Work

Lawn Service

Residential,
Commercial,
lndustnal Specializing
all your painting
needs Including
Epoxy floors, swimming pools,
pressure washing
houses, and Fencing
Painting or Staining
intenor and Extenor
homes
Also spraying texture,
hanging and Finishing
sheetrock, hanging
and removing wallpaper
51 Goal satisfying
customers
No Job to Small or Big
270-226-3624

Auto Parts

14 15,16 inci,
Starting at S20
Mounted

Call 753-5606
530
Services Offered

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

T53-9582
hjllelntn. sin

IrrisctrAa

Paving-Seaicoal!
Striping
Gravel-Dirt-Sand
TONY TRAVIS

270-293-4256

"BIG or small
Ted flogs them All
Call or Text
Ted
214-766-79

*Driveways
*Patios
*Stamping
*Garages
*Dirt Work
•Lic. & Ins.
Jeff MOW.
951-289-9233

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC

LOST GREY CAT7TH AND PAYNE
CALL 270-753-7410
CAT NEED STICHES
OUT ON THURSDAY

WWW.0ECMVEKAY.COM

(270) 759-0890

Maple St

GlenWOod Dr
4
Poplar-Stoo,

Poplar-St

Hosplital
Hickory Dr

I

IMP

Locust-St

I

Elm St

4

4

F.A.vine St

Loch Lomood Dr

Vine St

St

—Sunset Dc

r•

Sycamore St

Sycamore St
ES

Murray
rt.

d
i ardit

•High
School

CUP
"
wiTraci Draw.r, •PE.

2.4

raStory Ave

immoollimelmjimed
75 Austin Court
gh

1143 Robertson Road South
FRI.(7/8)& SAT.(7/9)

Mr North of Westside Baptist Church
FRI.(7/8) & SAT.(7/9)
RAIN OR SHINE
GARAGE SALE!Piano, small furniture,
home decor,cookbooks,stereo unit wit=
table,sewing notions, trim & fabric, toys,
baby furnishings,jewelry, mins, misses &
wolimens plus sae clothing,shoes & much
more!

ACTUAL AD SIZE!

$15
,-(itor ad ;vitt) photo

•PRESSPRE Wervelvv.
SUCIDICU is a number-placing puzzle based On a 9x9 grid with
several gNen numbers. The obiect is to pace the numbers Ito
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty level
of the Concepts Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU

By Dave Green

5
7

1

Answer to previous puzzle

4
5

9
2 8

270-293-3248

6
4

6

7
6
2
1
3
4
9
8
5

5 9 64 8 2 1 3
8 1 325 497
34 1 79 568
27 96 4 835
65 7 8 1 9 24
9,8 5 3 2 6 7 1
1 2 4 5 7 386
4 6 2 13 7 5 9
7 3'8 9 6 1 4 2 •
.6
•
LA44.1•

2
1

DiffKu n, Level ***
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Say HAPPY BIRTHDAY'
to someone special

5 7
3

HenrySt

r

Household items, shop equip., tools,
something for everyooe!

9

Murray
Lodger &
mac

resr—

Alma,KY - next to Temple Hill Church
SAT.(7/9)7:30 AM-3 PM
NO EARLY BIRDS
•
*Belmont Droi
ESTATE SALE! Furniture,dishes, china,
piano,ice cream makers,luggage, baskets, ))( Meadows Dr°
office supplies, purses. lamps, wornens
shoes,fancy clothes, Artex paints, Christmas
items, pots & pans, Corning Ware,
Tupperware, blankets, collectibles, new
appliances, home decor, crockpots, sewing
machine,carpet cleaner,cookbooks,linens,
coolers, canning supplies and much more
c
priced to sell.

212 Elderberry
FRI.(7/8)& SAT.(7/9)•7 AM-5 PM

6 1

Johnson Blvd

Parilane Dr

- COUNTY SALES -

2
4

‘e

3780 Alm° Shiloh Road

Refrigerator, dvds,clothes, yard tools,
household,craft items, guns - pistol, rifle,
shot gun & much much more.

GARY W. DICK
ELECTRIC

ie Len.

7 AM-1:30 PM
Chifferobe, coins, anitques, car cover, 30"
electric range,futon, pictures, lamps,chairs,
books, bed, much much more, must go.

515 Chantilly Drive
FRI.(7/8)•7 AM-7
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Rooting Specials
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
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1
Take turns
5
Ice skate part
Soothing plant
10
Mideast region
11
12
Locale
13
Bemoan
14
Story topper
Star's part
16
Poplar trees
20
Collins base
23
Forays
24
Nametag word
25
27
Officeholders
Astronomical sightings
28
29
Site for spy messages
Study
32
Pine products
36
39
Use a sponge
Spies
40
41
Malevolent
42
Makes fun of
43
Suggestive
DOWN
Window part
Ballet bend
2
3
Tiny amount
4
Pestered
Steer Marking
5
Debussy work
6
7
Japanese prime
minister
Big racket
8
9
Have a bite
Fake name
11
Camera part
15
17
Lusty look
Bouncy tune
18
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Tea years ago
Four-year old Emma Alexander is
pictured getting a swinuning lesson
from her Mom,April Alexander, in
the pool at Murray-Calloway County Central Park.
The Purchase Area's first and, so
far, only reported case of Rocky
Mountain Spotted Fever this season
is in Calloway County.
Pictured are 4-H camp participants
Clark Mosley and Eric Mekulchik
joined by camp volunteer Bert
Siebold as they count down before
launching a model rocket at Murray-Calloway County Central Park.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is pleased to recognize Shannon
Harris, diet clerk in Food Services,
for receiving an Above and Beyond
Award through the Journey to Excellence program at the hospital.
Twenty years ago
Bobby Hack is shown carrying
the torch representing the first Murray-Calloway County WA.T.C.H.
Olympics held at the old city park.
The Bronco League has announced
its all-star team and it includes Mark
Chamberlain, Jon Hedges, Austin Swain, Mario Lawrence, Josh
Sykes, Josh Seavers, Matt Kelleher,
Bnan Asher, Dean Futrell, Zack
Hampton, Mitch Smith and Edward
Baust for the Blue Team. Members
of the Murray Gold team are Dylan
Volp, Sean Clemson, Justin Fox,
Clay Lamb, Chris Owen, Austin
Smith,Chase Stone,Jimmy Bynum,
Chase Duncan, Brandon Thurmond,
Corky Owen and Courtney Starks.
Members of the Murray Bandits
are Justin Baurer, Adam Yezerski,
Jeffrey Boyle, Michael Swain, Tyler Harper, Josh Dunn, Justin West,
Randall Cope, Matt Oakley, Clint
Stone,Chad Culp,David Moore and
Jacob Darnell.
Thirty years ago
Several local athletes attended the
football camp at Murray State University. Pictured are Mitchell Fike,
Brad Nunnally, Rusty Thomas,
Chris Weber, Shane Beamer, Marcellous Foster, Bill Sanders, Toby
Latimer, Carey Alexander, David
Gibson, Kevin'nicker,Ti. Gradisher, Lance Allison, Benjie Gresham
and Greg Milton.

Stepson is on losing end of
misspent child support

The Cougars were the champions
of the Lower Division Guts
Softball League. Pictured are Stephanie
Simmons, Becky Burkeen, Mary
Maddox, Ellen Uddberg, Allison
Cantrell, Jill Miller, Amanda Kaneline, Carrie Watkins, Rachel Cella,
Christy White, Brooke Minner and
Megan Malinauskas.
Marcy Marine, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Don Marine, was crowed
the 1986 Fair Queen sponsored by
the Murray Woman's Club. First
runner-up was Lee Ann Rayburn,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David
Rayburn and second runner-up was
Huong Dinh, daughter of Glao and
Hoa Dinh.
Forty years ago
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James V. Fulton Jr. on
June 17 and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Jamie Vance on June 26.
Beverly Parker was the winner of
the ladies annual intra-city golf tournament at Murray Country Club.
Murelle Walker recently got her
second hole-in-one while playing
golf at the Oaks Country Club.
Calloway County Judge Executive
Robert 0. Miller as president of
Kentucky County Judges Association, presided at the conference of
the group held at Fort Mitchell.
Fifty years ago
Dr. Charles W. Mercer has joined
the staff of the Houston-McDevitt
Clinic, according to Dr. Hugh L.
Houston, president of the corporation. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Mercer of Murray.
Tom Herndon has been named as a
national delegate from First District
of Kentucky Rural Mail Carriers
Association at New Orleans,Louisiana. He was named at the Kentucky
meeting in Owensboro.
Sixty years ago
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. William Duncan, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Broach, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Toy Farmer and a
boy to Dr. and Mrs. Castle Parker.

DEAR ABBY: I have an 8-yearold stepson,"Kaden," whom I love
dearly. Kaden spends the bulk of
his time with his mother on the
other side of the country. When he
comes to visit us in the summer,
his clothing
shoes
and
are always
ragged and a
few sizes too
small.
My husband
pays
child support
and
buys
Kaden a new
Dear Abby
wardrobe
every
six
by
months. Yet
Abigail
every
time
Van Buren
he comes to
us, he's never wearing anything his dad and
I bought him, but what appear to
be hand-me-down rags. We have
spoken to the mother many times
about it, but nothing changes.
We feel if we stop buying
clothes for Kaden it would punish
him, when it is his mom who isn't
spending the child support money
on the boy. We have paid for extracurricular activities (sports) only
for her to not take him there. She
lies and says he doesn't want to go,
but we get a different story from
the boy. He says she says, "Judo
isn't a real sport." He has gained
weight and we don't want him to
be picked on for it.
The state where the boy lives is
not good about giving fathers custody of their kids, and the mom is
not necessarily unfit. How can we
make her see she's hurting her kid?
-- MOTHER DOESN'T KNOW
BEST
DEAR M.D.K.B.: You can't
"make" another adult do something
she isn't inclined to do. However,
what you can do is enroll Kaden in
sports programs when he visits you
during the summer months.
You and your husband can also

in Washington, D.C., for conspiring
with John Wilkes Booth to assassinate President Abraham Lincoln:
Lewis Powell (aka Lewis Payne),
David Herold, George Atzerodt and
Mary Surratt, the first woman to be
executed by the U.S. federal government.
In 1919, the first Transcontinental Motor Convoy, in which a U.S.
Army convoy of motorized vehicles
crossed the United States, departed
Washington, D.C.
In 1946, Italian-born Mother
Frances Xavier Cabrini was canon-

ized as the first American saint by
Pope Pius XII.
In 1948, six female U.S. Navy reservists became the first women to
be sworn in to the regular Navy.
In 1954, Elvis Presley made his
radio debut as Memphis. Tennessee, station WHBQ played his first
recording for Sun Records, "That's
All Right."
In 1981,President Ronald Reagan
announced he was nominating Arizona Judge Sandra Day O'Connor
to become the first female justice on
the U.S. Supreme Court.

Today Ii

talk to a family law attorney and
find out at what age Kaden will be
able to legally request to be placed
with you. While a young child may
not be able to do this, I believe a
teenager can make a compelling
case for it. If Kaden's mother has
been depriving him, it would make
a persuasive argument for a change
in custody.
WNW.

DEAR ABBY: I really like this
guy named "Gary." He's super
sweet,funny,cute and just incredible. He's my brother's friend.
I'm in sixth grade and he's in
fifth. I think he might like me
back. He asked me to follow his
new Instagram account, and when
I told him to tell my brother hi, he
stared at me for a few seconds longer (plus he was smiling the whole
time). One of my girlfriends sort of
likes him, too.
What do I do? How do I tell him
I like him? Is it OK for me to ask
him to go to the park? His brother and my brother could go, too.
Please help me. What do I do? -GIRL IN EL PASO,TEXAS
DEAR GIRL: If Gary wants
you to follow his Instagram account, it's a pretty good sign that
he has positive feelings for you. If
you want to ask him to go to the
park, and your parents don't mind,
go ahead and do it. But let me offer
a couple of suggestions:
If you ask him. DO include your
brother and his brother because being with others will make it more
fun. And, everybody loves a compliment. The compliment doesn't
have to be as blatant as "I like you,"
which could embarrass some boys
his age. A simple, "I think you're
great because (you're really smart,
you're good at sports, you're fun
to be around, etc.)" should do the
trick.
••••••

Contact Dear Abby at www.
DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
Los Angeks,CA 90069.

Deep breathing is effective in
lowering blood pressure
DEAR DOCTOR K: Could
stress be causing my high blood
pressure'?
DEAR READER: You bet it
could. It surely contributed to my
high blood pressure. Most of us
expenence a
lot of stress.
I'm not sure
today's world
is
more
stressful than
the world of
our parents
or grandparents. We may
have differDr. Komaroff ent stressors
than they did,
by
but life has
Dr. Anthony
always been
full of stress.
Komaroff
High
blood pressure (hypertension) is on the rise.
Like you, my patients often wonder if one (stress) is causing the
other (hypertension). It turns out
that stress can raise blood pressure,
sometimes impressively.
The fortunate flip side is that
reducing stress can lower blood
pressure, and also tends to improve overall well-being. Deep,
slow breathing is the oldest and
best-known technique to decrease
stress.
Let's take a step back to understand how stress affects blood
pressure. Stress revs up the autonomic nervous system -- particularly the part that makes the
hormone called adrenaline. This
system directs many processes in
our bodies that we don't control
with our consciousness, like our
blood pressure and heart rate. For
example, we consciously decide to
lift a pan to the stove. But when our
blood pressure gets a little low,our
autonomic nervous system recognizes and corrects that: We aren't
even conscious of it.
For much of human evolution,
our autonomic nervous system has
protected us. When threatened,

it helped us to do battle or to run
-- the so-called "fight or flight"
response. But today this response
is rarely needed and can even be
harmful.(An imminent deadline at
work should not trigger the same
stress response as an unminetit attack by a lion.)
We can interrupt our stresa response by modifying our reactions
to its triggers. Simply taking a deep
breath is one way to start. I spoke
to my Harvard Medical School
colleague Dr. Naomi Fisher, an endocrinologist at the Brigham and
Women's Hospital. She advises her
patients, particularly those who are
prone to stress, to incorporate deep
breathing in a daily routine. •
One beginner method is called
equal breathing. It is based on Whaling through the nose for a count
of four and exhaling for a count
of four. With time, this cycle can
be prolonged to counts of eight in,
eight out. Another method, called
guided visualization, encourages
users to hold on to calming mental
images as they breathe deepl.‘%
There is only one non-ding
treatment approved for hypertension by the FDA, a device called
RESPeRATE. It uses musicaltones
to guide deep abdominal breathing.
Its goal is to reduce the number of
breaths to under 10 per minute,and
to prolong each exhalation. Clinical trials have shown that daily
RESPeRATE use lowered blood
pressure, sometimes as much as
a blood pressure pill would have.
This lowering effect also lasted
long after each session.
Deep breathing may or may not
eliminate the need for blood pressure medications, but it can be
helpful. And if you can do it,think
about how you might be able to
reduce the major stressors in your
life.
(- Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions, go
to AskDoctorK.com, or write: Ask
Doctor K,10 Shattuck St., Second
Floor,Boston, MA 02115.)

Mots From Nololso

Today is Thursday, July 7, the
189th day of 2016. There are 177
days left in the year.
Today's Highlights in History:
On July 7, 1976, The United
States Military Academy at West
Point included female cadets for the
first time as
)
c 19 women joined the
Class of 19
On this e:
In 1846, U.S. annexation of California was proclaimed at Monterey
(matin-tuh-RAY') after the surrender of a Mexican garrison.
In 1865,four people were hanged

MY NEW BED STINKS!
1471/1, I have collected a pamphlet's worth of timeDear Heloise: I purchased an expensive mattress saving, money-saving and memory-making hintsfor
and box spring. It has an offensive CHEMICAL the bride. If you'd like to receive a pamphlet, send
SMELL. Do you have any suggestions for how to a long, self-addressed,stamped(68 cents) envelope,
remedy this problem?
along with $3, to: Heloise/Bridal, P.O. Box 795001,
The paperwork suggested opening the windows San Antonio, IX 78279-5001. Check with local
and turning on a fan. I tried that, with little success. quaint hotels to ensure that they can handle your
-- Maxine Y., Little Rock,Ark. wedding party. -- Heloise
Marine, don't •worry -- TALK TO ME
you're on the right track. The
Dear Readers: The' letter from the wheelBetter Sleep Council, www. chair-bound reader touched a nerve with you.
bettersleep.org, recommends a "Disabled in Gastonia" was understandably conthorough airing-out ofthe new cerned when a nurse spoke to her husband instead
mattress and box spring. They of talking directly to her.
suggest doing this for several
Here's somefeedback:
hours. so be patient. -- Heloise
"I've been in a wheelchair for decades. During
BABY BLUES R
TUB DRAIN
one clinic visit, the nurse turned to my aide and
Dear Heloise: Does your asked, 'Can she stand?'
c
Wiesi 6ANS!
SOK 13APIA OtREGIEC) A1WI4A1E0 AX11-16 If7c
GEM 54>1 TV,E
]
.
tub drain not seal anymore,
MA.54.40P WITLA 13,UNKA Cf 0-L4Si LQ1
by
1.01-4ATC4-1A
/4/1147 11AE
•
"1 responded, 'SHE can speak for herself' That
P.A461C 1-106.
V0iGE AG12,425 AiX) A Eilcs( OfFicg I $0t.)64•IT "1-14EM/ WORN OK
so you can't keep water in the nurse never made that mistake again." -- Pia H.,
W ATC4-11N67
Heloise
'1271-A4,114AT VJOULAWr EQUAL
bath (and can't get your spouse via email
ALtOu.41.10E.
to fix it)? Simple -- get a small
"You shouldfirst speak to the person in the wheelplastic bag, put about 10 marbles in it, and place it chair. You should bend down or seat yourself to be
(not sealed) over the drain.
at his or her eye level. It's uncomfortable to have
The marbles will hold the plastic down while to look up all the time to carry on a conversation."
you're filling the tub until the water pressure makes -- Lois H., via email
a perfect seal. After you're done,just store near the
"I remembered dining out with my blind mother.
•
4;0
tub for next time. -- Sherri and Steve S., Browns- The waitresses would always ask me what my mom
ville, Texas
'111
:
A AIMMI
would like to eat instead of asking her direcW. At
WEDDING PLANNING
first, I used to get so angry -- my mom was blind,
BLONDIECR)
Dear Readers: Planning a wedding takes lots of not deaf
time and patience. It's wedding season, and today's
NOW IS
'IT'S
LOOK, I DON'T HAVE (isA!
DEAR, I
l4
"I solved this problem by asking my mom the
THERE
brides hopefully began planning their ceremonies at question out loud: 'What would you like to eat,
sumsrsio, A CLUE ABOUT HOW
*OP HEARD
I
TO FIX YOUR
IF YOU HAD
A WHAP1
KNEW ANYTHING
least a year ago.
Mom?' From that point on, the waitresses would
ELSE! ,
LISTENED
nut
2.$:_
ARE YOU
i TECH PROBLEM!
IT!!
You're going to want to invest time in planning talk to herfor the rest ofthe meal!" -- Anna N., MisCAN HELP
,2
I'M JUST
TALKING
your marriage, of course, but also in planning your sion 'Viejo, Calif.
READING FROM
YOU
TO TECH
WITH?
A SCRIPT!
SUPPORT
wedding. In my almost 40 years ofcrafting this colThank you for your responses. -- Heloise
AGAIN?
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, July 8, 2016:
This year you will be flooded with calls, inquiries
and friendly invitations. Organization pays off in a
big way. Be open to restructuring certain aspects
of your life. You might be resistant at first, but know
that you will only gain from the experience. If you
are single, you could meet someone at any point
this year who feels like a perfect match for you.
Remain somewhat skeptical, though, and don't
put this person on a pedestal. If you are attached,
you and your sweetie will go through some intense
phases in your relationship. Maintain a sense of
humor! VIRGO can be very fussy.

what needs to be completed.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Lady Luck seems to direct you with a friend
who cares a lot but can be intrusive at times. You
might be tired of hearing the same old story. Your
fatigue could be overwhelming, especially when
dealing with a family member.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Stress builds, and you have an unusual
amount of concerns that you might not feel free to
discuss just yet. Your instinct to shut down speaks
for itself. You might not have a realistic grasp on
how much you need to get done.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: *** Zero in on what you want, and don't hesitate
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; to ask for more of what you need. Others initially
1 -Difficult
might decide that they can't fulfill your requests, but
they will eventually, given some time and space:
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
you don't need to push.
**** Your upbeat attitude goes far in making a SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
strong impression. Others are sure you know much *** You might need to pull away and not get
more than they do, and they trust you. Your intuition involved with a problem; however, events could
could be in conflict with a situation. Be more alert push you in a new direction. Your intuition points to
about what is happening with this particular matter. a new level of action. Don't let a personal situation
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
sabotage you -- be aware of what it represents.
**** You'll hit an obstacle and will reassess CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
your chosen direction. You are likely to find *** Read between the lines when trying to
solutions when others feel there are none. Be understand the whole story. You will do best it you
careful when dealing with a loved one, as he or she listen to your intuition rather than try to figure out
might demand too much or create an unnecessary what is going on. You might need to change your
plans at the last minute.
conflict.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You'll need to defer to a partner, but he or *** You have been pushed to the very limit, and
she seems to be so closed down that you could it is obvious. Communication jumps from topic to
have difficulty following through. Understand what topic and offers a multitude of possibilities. Don't
is happening at work, as you might be too focused push someone away, especially a friend, because
of his or her unusual moodiness; he or she needs
on checking out expenses for your home. T
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
you.
**** Consider what is happening and what PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
direction you are heading in. You could feel as if **** Defer to someone else, since you know full
your fatigue is normal, considering what you have well that he or she could handle whatever comes
on your plate. You will get calls and hear requests up. You might have other matters on your mind that
that you might need to respond to.
you need to sort out. You inadvertently could pe
adding confusion to the mix.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Be more aware of the costs of maintaining
0
your current lifestyle. You might not want to cut BORN TODAY
back, but it could be necessary right now. A partner Actor Kevin Bacon (1958), singer Toby'Ranh
or loved one might not be realistic in assessing (1961), industrialist John D Rockefeller (18397
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JEFF ARENZ and DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & Times File Photos
for the start of an inning against Murray High during a District 4 game May 3 at Lady
CENTER: Calloway County's Laken Kelso, left, Anna Beth Carter, middle, and Adyson Scott, right, prepare
Lady Tigers' Loryn Carver hauls in an infield popup to stop a threat from the Lady
The
LEFT:
BOTTOM
ball.
the
Tigers Field. TOP LEFT: Murray High's Bayleigh Blane makes contact with
RIGHT: Murray High's Savannah Grogan attempts to bunt against Calloway County.
Lakers. TOP RIGHT: MHS baserunner Sarah Fitzer stands at second after hitting a double. BOTTOM
,,,....•,
.
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240 strikeouts (a Region 1-leading
statistic) and allowed only 12 walks, all
in the span of 26 game span.
Posting a 2.15 ERA in 172 innings
pitched, Kelso was as dominant inside
the circle as anyone. She may have
ended up with a 11-15 record, but the
240-12 strikeout-to-walk ratio sticks
out as the statistic of the year.
With Blane and Kelso sharing the
circle and being so dominant,they both
deserved a spot on the All-District 4
Softball Team.

By BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter

or the third consecutive year, The
Vurray Ledger & Times reveals
its All-District 4 Softball Team,
vvNch was selected after the culminatiosi tithe 2016 season.
Marshall County reclaimed the
District 4 Tournament championship in
convincing fashion after Murray High
ended a I7-year district tournament
title drought in 2015.
The Lady Marshals(27-12) and
first-year head coach Trent Lovett
began a new era with a 3-1 record in
District 4 regular season play and,after
receiving a bye, breezed past Murray
Hig1711 -1 in five innings for the district
tournament championship.
Marshall County defeated Ballard
Mtitrial 3-1 and blanked Hickman
eotinty 6-0 in the Region 1 Tournament before losing the title contest 8-0
to eventual state tournament runner-up
McCracken County (43-4).
Lovett was named Region 1 Coach
of the Year despite falling a little short
of guiding MCHS to a state tournament
berth.
The Lady Marshals relied on veteran
senior catcher Abby Fiessinger,the
204 Region 1 Player of the Year;
junior outfielder Lexee Miller and
the improved junior infielder Payton
Smithers.
140e Lady Tigers(20-14-1) prided
themselves on a second consecutive All
A Region 1 Tournament title, a berth to
the All A State Tournament and a second straight appearance in the Region 1
Tournament.
Bolstered by Bayleigh Blane (pitcher), Loryn Carver (infielder), Madison
McClure (outfielder) and Shelby Moss
(cataler), Murray High and head coach
Scott,Tucker saw scattered success in
2016. Morghen Turley, Sarah Fitzer
and Savannah Grogan collectively
deserved praise for their efforts, despite
MHS falling short in its quest to repeat
viliatrict tournament champions.
-TCaMoway County (13-19-1)showed
it edd battle Murray High every step
:
d:Rhevay. The Lady Lakers upset
4urray High 2-1 on April 26 in the
first regular season game of the annual
Crosstown Classic. CCHS nearly had
anther upset of the Lady Tigers on
Maly 23 in a.memorable District 4
Tournament semifinal contest before

F
.

Catchers
ABBY FIESSINGER
Senior, Marshall County
How exactly do you top winning the
Region 1 Player of the Year award as a
junior in 2015? You follow it up with
the kind of season Fiessinger had this
past spring.
With all of the Lady Marshals'
success during their second-best season
in program history, she was the engine,
the heart and the soul.
With 51 RBis,30 extra-base hits
and six home runs, Fiessinger polished
off a senior season for the ages, while
serving as a catcher for a talented pool
of Marshall County hurlers.
Oh yeah, Fiessinger had a .500
batting average, too.

SHELBY MOSS
Senior, Murray High

JEFF ARENZ I Ledger & Times File Photo
home plate after hitting a grand
Marshall County's Payton Smothers celebrates with teammates as she crosses
24 at Lady Tiger Field.
May
game
title
Tournament
1
slam home run against Murray High during the Region
falling 2-1.
Laken Kelso was a flamethrower for
Calloway County inside the pitching
circle and, in the midst of having just
one senior(Adyson Scott)on the roster,
the Lady Lakers found themselves with
three representatives on the All-District
4 Softball Team. Anna Beth Carter
completed the Calloway County trio.
The never-say-die attitude of CCHS
head coach Troy Webb certainly rubbed
off on his players.
0

ALL-DISTRICT 4
SOFTBALL TEAM
Pitchers
BAYLEIGH BLANE
Senior, Murray High
The ace of the Lady Tigers staff,
Blane went 14-3 with 90 strikeouts and
a 3.95 ERA,but proed equally as valuable as the leadoff hitter of a six-headed senior monster (three of which are
on this list).

Blane scored a team-high 39 runs
with 23 RBIs and a .439 batting average to help her own cause virtually
every time she stepped up to the plate.
Having the game-clinching hit in the
District 4 Tournament semifinals didn't
hurt, either.

LAKEN KELSO
Junior, Calloway County
Just how good was Kelso this year
for the upstart Lady Lakers? She had

As consistent as they come. Moss
seemed to have all the right at-bats at
all the right times.
She finished her fifth year of being
the Lady Tigers' catcher, but a .391
batting average aided by 45 hits and
26 RBIs has Moss rightfully placed
in Murray Ledger & Times lore after
missing the All-District 4 Softball
Team in 2015.

Infielders
PAYTON SMOTHERS
Junior, Marshall County
When the Lady MarshaIls attempt to
defend their District 4 Tournament title
in 2017,they'll be glad to have Smothers returning for her senior season.
Smothers was a force in the infield,
but her quality at-bats just might ease
the burden in the loss of Fiessinger
after her 2016 graduation.
a- See ALL-DISTRICT 4, Page 11
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any better than me can!
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Illaalweeders
Dente 12, Climiand 2
laressda Oildisal 0
lelimery 11, Let Mem 4. 14 uvar
Vaal° 4,Itams ma 2
LA. Ample 1,1ampa Bars 2
Boston 11, Teas
Chicago Mae Sea 5, KY Yankees 0
Waleson 9, Seattle
Wore Gams
LA. Angela (Santiago 5-4) at Tamps Bay iSnel
1-4, 11 10 am
Detroit (Verandas 8-6) at Toronto plulthison
1-01, &:07 p.m
NY Tinker Mows 5-5) at Citratand (Baum
003piam
(Duffey 4-6) it Teas (Gonzalez
0-1), 7-06 p.m.
Oakland (HI 8-3) at Houston (Flaw 8-5), 710
p.m
Seethe (Paxton 2-3) at Kansas City (Duffy 4-1),
715 p.m
NATIONAL LEAGUE
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Arizona
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49 .437
16
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37
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435
18
Viedisseigy's Results
Ptaladelplia 4, Allen% 3
N.Y. Mats 4, Miami 2
Cincinnati 5, Chicago Cubs 3
Baltimore 6, LA. Dodgers 4, 14 innings
Washmgton 7, Milwaukee 4
Pitta(urgh 7, St Louts 5
San Diego 13, Arizona 6
San Francisco 5, Colorado 1
Today% Gaines
Pittsburgh (Glasnow 0-0) at St Louts (Wainwright 7-5), 12:45 p.m.
Washington (Gnat° 0-0) at KY Mets (Colon
7-4), 6:10 p.m.
Atlanta (Harrell 1-0) at Chicago Cubs (Hammel
7-5), 7:05 p.m.
Philadelphia (Morgan 1-6) at Colorado (Bettis
6-6), 7,40 p.m.
San Diego (Pomeraru 7-7) at LA Dodgers
(Ryu 0-0), 9:10 p.m.

7-211

SPORTS ON TV
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12 p.a.
pgectsN- NASCAR, ninny Sanas ALSCO 300.
Queen% it Sfairta.4
130 p.m.
NEICSN - NASC.Ail, Sprint Cup Senes, Quaker
sate 400, Practice. W Sparta.4
3 p.m.
porK:SN - NASCAR, Xfinity Senes, ALSCO XO,
practice, at SpWW. Kra p.m.
FS1 - NASCAR, Camping Worn Truck Series,
Buckle Up in Your Truck 225. qualifying, at SparKy
6 p.m.
NBCS/4- NASCAR, Xfinity Series, ALSCO 300,
final practice, at WAR.KY.
7:30 p.m.
FS1 - NASCAR, Camping World Truck Series,
guaks Up in Your Thick 225, at Sparta, Ky.
CFL
p.m.
ESP642 -*Wipes at Hamilton
CVCUNG
7 a.m.
poz:SN - Tour de France, Stage 6, Arpaion-sur-Cere to Montauban, France
GOLF
4:30 am.
GOLF - European PGA Tour, Aberneen Asset
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12:30 p.m.
GCLF - Web.com Tour, LECOM Health Chalwings, first round, at Clymer, N.Y
2 p.m.
FS1 - USGA, U.S. Women's Open, first round,
at San Martin, Can.
Mu
12:30 pm
Pittsburgh
FS/AWat St. Louts
MLB-Phtsburgh at St Louis or LA Angels at
Tampa Bay (11 am.)
p.m.
MLB - Washington at N V Mets or Detroit at
Toronto
10 p.m.
MLB - San Diego it LA. Dodgers or Philadelphia at Colorado (games(Caned in progress)
NBA
12 p.m.
NBA - SUMMel League, Dallas vs Orlando
(Blue), at Orlando, Fla.
2 p.m.
NBA -Summer League, LA Clippers vs. Orlando (Vihite), at Orlando, Fla.
4 p.m.
NBA-Simmer League. Detroit VS. Kan, at
Orlando, Fla.
6 p.m.
NBA-Summer League. Boston vs San Antonio, at Salt Lake City
8 p.m.
NBA - Summer League, Philadelphia vs.
Utah. at Salt Lake City
SOCCER
1:30 p.m.
ESN-UEFA, European Championship, semifinal, Germany-Italy winner vs. France-Iceland
winner, at Marseille, France
TENNIS
7 am.
ESPN -Wimbledon Championships, women's
semi-finals, at London
TRACK & FlE.D
7 p.m.
NBCSN - US. Olympic Trials, at Eugene, Ore,
FrIday's Gaines
AUTO RACING
11 a.m.
NBCSN - NASCAR, Sprint Cup Series, Quaker
Slate 400, practice, at Sparta, Ky.
12:30 p.m.
NBCSN - NASCAR. Sprint Cup Series, Quaker
State 400, final practice, at Sparta. Ky.
3:30 p.m.
NBCSN - NASCAR, Xfinity Senes, ALSCO 300,
qualifying, at Sparta, Ky.
7:30 p.m.
NBCSN - NASCAR,)(finny Series, ALSCO 300,
at Sparta. Ky.
11:30 p.m.
NBCSN - Formula One, British Grand Pnx, at

•All-District 4...
From Page 10
Smothers improved as much
as anyone on this list after missing the cut last season, posting
a .473 batting average,40 RBIs
and five home runs, including a
grand slam off nearly unhittable
Kelso
LORYN CARVER
Junior, Murray High
Carver earned her nickname,"Munch," by practically
swallowing up every pitch and
whacking it out to the outfield
fence several times in 2016.
By far Murray's most explosive offensive weapon, Carver
displayed .381 average aided by
40 hits and 29 RBIs with spacious stability at the plate and at
second base.
ANNA BETH CARTER
Sophomore, Calloway
County

Northamptonshire Englend (same-day tape)
9 pan
ESPN2-Saskatchewan at E-cknontion
CYCUNG
7 am.
NBCSN -Tour de France, Stage 7, Lisle-Jourdan to Lac de Pinot* RIM!
GOLF
4:30 am.
GOLF - European PGA Tour. Aberdeen Asset
Management Scottish Open, second rourn. at
Inverness, Scotland
12:30 pm
GOLF - Vrencoon Tour, LECOM Hearth Challenge, second round, at Clymer. KY
2 p.m
FS1 - USG( U.S. Women's Open, second
round, at San Marlin, Cant.
II p.m.
GOLF - Champions Tour, Dick', Sporting
Goods Open, first round, at Endicott. KT.
(same04,1 WOO
MU
6 p.m.
MLB - Chicago Cubs at Pittsburgh or Washington at N.Y. Mete
7 p.m.
FSMW-St Louts at Milwaukee
NBA
7 am.
NBA - Summer League, frith-place game, at
Orlando. Fla.
9 a.m.
NBA - Summer League, third-place game, at
Orlando, Fia.
11 am.
NBA - Summer League, first-place game, at
Orlando, Fla.
1 p.m.
NBA-Summer League, seventh-place game,
at Orlando. Fla.
3 p.m.
NBA - Summer League, ninth-place game, at
Orlando, Fla.
5 p.m.
NBA-Summer League. Milwaukee vs. Cleveland, at Las Vegas
7 p.m.
NBA - Summer League Atlanta as Houston,
at LAS Vegas
7:30 p.m.
ESPN - Summer League. Minnesota vs. Denver, at Las Vegas
9 p.m.
NBA - Summer League, Sacramento vs Toronto, at Las Vegas
930 p.m
ESPN - Summer League, LA takers vs. New
Orleans, at Las Vegas
TENNIS
7 a.m.
ESPN - Wimbledon Championships, men's
semifinals, at London
TRACK & FIELD
5 p.m.
NBCSN- U.S. Olympic Trials, at Eugene, Ore.
7 p.m.
NBC- U.S. Olympic Trials, at Eugene, Ore.

PRO BASEBALL

Baltimore
Toronto
Boston
New York
Tampa Bay
Cleveland
Detroit
Chicago
Kansas City
Minnesota
Texas
Houston
Seattle
Oakland
Los Angeles

MLB
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
I
49
35
48
39
46
38
41
43
34
50
Central Division
W
L
51
33
45
40
44
41
43
41
29
55
West Division
W
I
53
33
46
39
43
42
36
49
35
50

Pct
.583
.552
.548
.488
.405

GB
214
3
8
15

Pct
.607
.529
.518
.512
.345

6/
1
2
714
8
22

GB

Pct
GB
.616
.541 6
/
1
2
.506 914
.424 1614
.412 1714

inside the pitching circle, Carter
returned matched her with
offense.
Carter posted a .310 batting
average, but it was her consistency of 31 hits, one home run,
16 RBIs and 11 runs scored that
earned this third baseman a spot
on our list.
ADYSON SCOTT
Senior, Calloway County
The lone senior of a Calloway County bunch that wasn't
expected to compete for another
year, but no one believed in the
now more than Adyson Scott.
She accumulated a .286
batting average with 26 hits,
but her heart and soul kept the
Lady Lakers in virtually every'
ballgame.

Ouffielders
LEXEE MILLER
Junior, Marshall County
Perhaps the most reliable
leadoff hitter in District 4,
Miller was an even better out-

PRO BASKETBALL
*NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
W
L
Pct GB
New York
13
6
684
Atlanta
9
9
1
2
500 3/
Washington
9
474
10
4
Chicago
7
10 .412
5
Indiana
7
10
412
5
Connecticut
4
13
.235
8
WESTERN CONFERENCE
W
L
Pct GB
Los Angeles
16
1
.941
Minnesota
15
3 .833 11
/
2
Dallas
9
10
.474
8
Phoenix
8
11
.421
9
Seattle
6
12 .333 10/
1
2
San Antonio
5
13 .278 1114
Wednesday% Renate
New York 78, Seattle 74
San Antonio 77, Washington 70
Indiana at Los Angeles, late
Today's Game
Minnesota at Connecticut 6 p.m
Friday's Games
Dallas at Atlanta, 6:30 p.m.
New York at Chicago, 7:30 p.m
Seattle at San Antonio.8 p.m
Indiana at Phoenix, 9 p.m.

MLB: PITTSBURGH 7, ST LOUIS 5

Kang hits key double amid
investigation, Bucs beat Cards
The Associated Press
ST. LOUIS - Jung Ho
Kang drove in two key runs
with a seventh-inning double
a day after Chicago police said
they were investigating an allegation of sexual assault against
the Pirates infielder, and Pittsburgh beat the St. Louis Cardinals 7-5 on Wednesday night
for its sixth straight comeback
win.
Pittsburgh has won seven
consecutive overall and leapfrogged St. Louis for second
place in the NL Central. It got
homers from David Freese and
Sean Rodriguez, and Kang's
double off Jonathan Broxton
(1-1) put the Pirates up 6-5 after
they trailed 5-1.
In a statement Tuesday, police said a 23-year-old woman reported being assaulted
by Kang inside a hotel. Police
spokesman Anthony Guglielmi
said the Chicago woman met
Kang through a dating app.
Kang invited the woman to his
hotel room on June 17,after the
Pirates played the Cubs.
The woman said she blacked
out, then drifted in and out of
consciousness as he sexually
assaulted her. The woman's
name has not been released.
Kang has not been charged,
and Major League Baseball
said in a statement it would "respond fully as additional facts

ogieeirr
i lsm'
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"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

SPORTS HISTORY

MADISON McCLURE
Junior, Murray High
When Murray High's batting
order comes to mind, it's hard to
leave anyone out of the lineup,
but the multi-diverse McClure
couldn't be ignored.
A .405 batting average with
32 hits (the second highest for
the Lady Tigers in both categories), two home runs and 22
RBIs pushed her junior season
into more than memorable
territory, while the spotlight will
shift considerably to her and
Carver in 2017.•

Cypress Springs
Restaurant

•

Serving Breakfast, Lunch itt Dinner

JUNE 7
1911 -Dorothea Lambert Chambers sets me
record for the shortest championship match at
Wimbledon - 25 minutes - by disposing of
Dora Boothby 6-0, 6-0 in the women's finals
1973- In the first all-U.S. women's Wimbledon final, Billie Man King beats Chris Evert 6-0,
7-5.
2006-Roger Feder's( ovens/helm Sweden's
Jonas Biorkman 6-2, 6-0, 6-2 to close in on
his fourth consecutive Wimbledon title. Rafael
Nadal, two-time French Open champion. beats
Marcos Baghdatis, 6-1, 7-5, 6-3 to reach his
first Wimbledon championship. It's the first time
since 1952 that the same players have readied
back-to-back finals at the French Open and
Wimbledon

fielder. Her golden glove earned
the defensive play of the year
in the eyes of many when she •
connected on an unforgettable
diving catch in centerfield to rob
McCracken County's Hannah
Ridolfi of a home run in the
Region 1 Tournament championship.
Miller led the Lady Marshals
with a .365 batting average, 29
RBIs and 38 runs scored.

emerge."
the challenge as Jecid Gyorko
The Pirates have won three scored on Wong's hit and Diaz
straight series at Busch Stadi- followed with an RBI single.
um after dropping their previCarpenter Injured
ous seven in St. Louis.
Cardinals All-Star second
Pirates relievers combined
for five scoreless innings. AJ. baseman Matt Carpenter left
Schugel (2-2) got the win and the game in the third inning
Mark Melancon picked up his with a right oblique injury after
swinging awkwardly at one of
26th save.
Pirates lefty Jeff Locke last- Locke's pitches. Carpenter was
ed just four innings and had replaced by Wong.
his three-start winning streak
Musical Chairs
snapped.
The Pirates recalled LHP
Rookie shortstop Aledmys
Kyle Lobstein and optioned
Diaz went 3 for 5. His 12th hoLHP Steven Brault to Triple-A
mer of the season tied the game
Indianapolis. It is the fourth
1-1 in the third and his single
roster move in as many days for
in the fourth capped a four-run
the Pirates.
rally for the Cardinals.
Jaime Garcia exited after
Stage Fright
giving up a pair of walks to
Fans that bought a special
start the sixth. Both walks came theme ticket received ,..John
around to score.
Goodman bobblehead, 5omThe Cardinals have lost memorating his character in
three straight and fell to 18- "The Big Lebowski." Good26 at home. They have lost man, a St. Louis native, threw
10 games in a row at home to out the first pitch.
teams with winning records.
"I immediately was scared
and
I was going to say net but I
Upon Further Review
thought it might be fun," GoodCardinals manager Mike man said."I don't
deserve this."
Matheny successfully chalTrainer's Room
lenged first base umpire Dan
lassogna's out call on Kolten
Cardinals: C BrayarePena
Wong that would've ended a (knee) was placed on frip:5
.. four-run rally in the fourth. day DL and C Alberto
After a 1 minute, 35 second re- was called up from
-A
view, Wong was ruled safe on Memphis. 3B JhonnylaCilta
his bunt attempt. The Cardinals (thumb) sat Wednesdatallar is
added two extra runs due to day-to-day.

Open 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Tuesday through Sunday
Closed Mondays, except Holidays
Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
www.cypreasspringsresort.com
Still
Owned
& Operated by the Williams Family
*01376
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THIS WEEK
SPEED FREAKS

3THINGS WE LEARNED

A couple questions
we had to ask - ourselves

FROM DAYTONA

Junior is now 13th in points.
Time to worry yet?
GODSPEAK: When a driver
gets up in front of the media
and talks about the anxiety
he is experipcing about
makingtitettiase, it's definitely problematic.
KIN'S CALL: Oh yeah. I
guarantee you, the thought
of missing the Chase didn't
enter their minds entering
this year.

We all know racing and racers breed
emotion, but Roger Penske has normally
been above it all. After Saturday night's
Daytona win, he forcefully defended
drivers Brad Keselowski and Joey
Logano, who have often been targets of
sniping by others. First, defending Joey:
"I'm behind him 300 percent." And Brad:
"You're not with him every day like we
are in the shop." And overall: "This is not
a popularity contest, and anybody that
thinks it is ... shouldn't be sitting here."

Did he say 500?
Team Penske, in its 50th year, got its
100th NASCAR win last Saturday and
Roger let us in on a goal of his. Including all the various forms of racing in
which he's succeeded, he's approaching
career totals of 500 wins and 500 poles.
Let's assume the 500-500 club is a small
gathering.

Who you got in the hypothetical
vs. Kasey battle?
6- (11ISPEAK: I will take Danica.
A
has Hulk-like muscle
s and does the difficult
of yoga.
CALL: Not really sure,
smell an opportunity for
ti- ttfolks in charge of sparklithe TV ratings.

Tony Stewart greets fans during driver introductions before the Coke Zero 400 at Daytona. He crashed out of
the race, but still became Chase playoff eligible. AP/WILFREDO LEE

ONLINE EXTRAS
news-journalonline.
com/nascar

1.'Smoke' rises

2. Ford forges

3. Junior disappointed

When you couple Tony
Stewart's win at Sonoma
with the points earned in
Saturday's Coke Zero 400
at Daytona, the retiring
three-time Cup champ is
now eligible for the Chase
playoffs. He is listed 30th in
points despite finishing 26th
at Daytona.

Team Ford found its groove
at Daytona. Four of the top
five finishers, including race
winner Brad Keselowski,
were wheeling Fords. Ford
has won two of the last three
Cup Series races. Ford swept
Daytona. It won both Daytona
races and Greg Biffle earned
pole honors for the 400.

Dale Earnhardt Jr. arrived
at Daytona with high expectations, but left disappointed.
He finished 21st on the lead
lap. "I just rode around," he
said. "I couldn't get in there
and get two- and three-wide
because the car needed a
couple lanes to run well."
Back to the drawing board.

Probably not, but it made for fun conversation when radio host Dan Patrick
broached the subject last week. Danica
said yes, she could probably whip Kasey
Kahne, as well as several others on the
NASCAR circuit. It was all in fun, we
assume, so we'll probably never know.
Oh well.
Ken Willis has been
covering NASCAR for
The Daytona Beach
News-Journal for 27
years. Reach him at ken.
willisgnews-jrnl.com

FEUD OF THE WEEK

- Godwin Kelly, godwin.kellygnews-jrnl.corn

facebook.com/
nascardaytona
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1. Nine to go
The NASCAR Sprint Cup
Series regular season is
quickly shrinking. There have
been 17 races, creating 11
winning drivers, leaving only
five spaces left for the Chase.
This has the potential for
becoming the first season,
since this format was introduced in 2014, as a must-win
to make the Chase field. Several race winners from 2015
have yet to score a victory to
date, most notably Dale Earnhardt Jr. The clock is ticking.

•.

irPRINT CUP POINTS

565
551
545
531
527
492
482
482
475
446
443
434
433
425
409
405
399
396
393
390
388
324
320
304
304
302
268
259
243
212

2. New surface
Goodyear officials say the
most horrifying sight is new
pavement on the Cup Series
circuit. Kentucky Speedway
recently completed a repave
of its 1.5-mile oval and now

All four Hendrick Motorsports stock cars were involved in the "Big One"
crash at Daytona. AP/WILFREDO LEE
crew chiefs and drivers, in
addition to those tire guys,
must rebuild their racing notebooks with new data. Expect
a new race record for polequalifying speed. The current
record is 188.791 mph. The
new mark is expected to be in
the mid-190s.

3. Hendrick surge?
Competitors may have
poked the sleeping bear
at Daytona. Hendrick

Motorsports, which has only
two wins to date, was horrible
in the Coke Zero 400. Earnhardt Jr. was the top Hendrick
driver at Daytona and he finished 21st. Look for car owner
Rick Hendrick to pull out all
the stops in the next few
weeks to get wins for drivers
Kasey Kahne, Chase Elliott and
Earnhardt. HMS hasn't won a
race since March. Ouch!
- Godwin Kelly, godwin.
kelly@news-jrnl.corn

WINNER: Brad
Keselowski
REST OF TOP 5: Martin
Truex Jr., Joey Logano,
Matt Kenseth, Kurt
Busch
FIRST ONE OUT: Brian
Scott

DARK HORSE: Aric
Almirola
DON'T BE SURPRISED IF:
"Bad Brad" continues
his winning ways at
Kentucky, where he
won from the pole in
2014.

Logano

KURT BUSCH VS. JOEY LOGANO: On the last
lap, Logano's No. 22 Ford rammed hard
into the rear of Busch's No. 41 Chevy,
sending Busch sliding through the Daytona tri-oval grass.
GODWIN KELLY'S TAKE: After the race,
Busch said, "It just didn't work out with
him trying to drive straight through us."
The scary part? Busch's calm demeanor
when talking about the incident. Watch
out.

WHAT'S ON TAP?
SPRINT CUP: Quaker State 400
SITE: Kentucky Speedway (1.5-mile oval)
TV SCHEDULE: Thursday, practice (NBC
Sports Network, 2:30 p.m.). Friday,
practice (NBCSN, noon and 1:30 p.m.).
Saturday, race (NBCSN, coverage begins
at 7 p.m., green flag at 7:45 p.m.)

Godwin Kelly is the Daytona
Beach News-Journal's
motorsports editor and
has covered NASCAR for 30
years. Reach him at godwin.
kellygnews-jrnl.com
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270CAMPING WORLD TRUCKS: Buckle Up In
Your Truck 225
SITE: Kentucky Speedway
TV SCHEDULE: Thursday, qualifying (Fox
Sports 1, 5 p.m.), race (Fox Sports 1, 8:30
P.m.)

KEN WILLIS' TOP 10 NASCAR DRIVER RANKINGS
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XF1NITY: Alsco 300
SITE: Kentucky Speedway
TV SCHEDULE: Thursday, practice
(NBCSN, 10 a.m. and 1 p.m.). Friday,
qualifying (NBCSN, 4:45 p.m.), race
(NBCSN,8:30 p.m.).

GODWIN'S PICKS FOR KENTUCKY
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Danica vs. Kasey?

Is Joey Logano rightly blamed, or
just a whipping boy?
GODSPEAK: When he has a
dominant car, Logano pushes
it and sort of flaunts it, and
Ott* is a tad aggravating.
KEN'S CALL Can you be both?
When in doubt, side with
Rpfr Penske, who sides with
Joey
„ of course.

Wvin Harvick
Keselowski
3. Kurt Busch
4. Joey Logano
5. Carl Edwards
6. Kyle Busch
7. Martin Truex Jr.
7. Chase Elliott
9..timmie Johnson
10. Denny Hamlin
11. Matt Kenseth
12. Austin Dillon
11 Dale Earnhardt Jr.
14.Ryan Newman
15. Ryan Blaney
16. Jamie McMurray
17. Trevor Bayne
18. Kasey Kahne
19. AJ Allmendinger
20. Kyle Larson
21,1ticky Stenhouse Jr.
22tGreg Biffle
21:Itaul Menard
21.0lint Bowyer
24;Aric Almirola
anica Patrick
asey Mears
*Landon Cassill
29-,David Ragan
3(T. Tony Stewart

Compelling questions.., and maybe a few
actual answers
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